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New Traffic Code

* Glee Club Coming

FOUR CENTS A COPY

SNOHOMISHWILL REMAIN

Ash Point Airport

Permit For Turning It Back
Becomes a Law Next Friday Thirty-Five Members of the
To This City Will Be
Wheaton College Organiza But Other Craft Seem Due For Decommission
and It Will Be Strictly
The Rockland A. A. Organizes With Dr. David
Signed Today
tion At Baptist Church
Enforced
ing
Unless
Something
Is
Done
G. Hodgkins As Its President
April 11
It is expected that the Naval Air
The new traffic code of the city

THE
POWfeR
OF GOD

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Friday, April 5 at 7.30

AN INVITATION
To the Retailers of Rockland and Vicinity
You are cordially invited to visit and inspect our
new quarters in the Bicknell Block AT 499 MAIN
STREET, ROCKLAND, TO BE OPENED APRIL 1.
We will carry a complete line of Candy, Cigars,
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Toys, Novelties and notions.

ROCKLAND CANDY COMPANY
499 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND MAINE

WHOLESALE ONLY
25-27

OPENING DANCE
AT

EAST UNION PAVILLION

The retention ot the combination
tug and ice breaker. Snohomish, at
the Coast Guard base is assured for
the time being, according to Ad
miral Parke USOG, who is Coast
Ouard operations officer at head
quarters. He, does not promise,
however, tliat she will remain any
definite period of time.
Last Friday, Fred C. Gatcombe
president of the Chamber of Com
merce sent a telegram to Represen
tative Margaret Chase Smith, who
has had several conferences with
Coast Guard officials on the impend
ing removal of the cutters Argo.
Thetis and Legare from this pert
and rescue duty.
A telegram early yesterday morn
ing stated that she had information
they would remain. A message
later in the day quoted Admiral
Pa ike as stating they would proceed
with the decommissioning orders as
issued. In all the exchange of mes
sages, the Coast Guard has not in
cluded the cutter Legare in the con
tents. This may mean that she is
to remain for a period at least.
Admiral Parke gives the reason
for decommissioning as lack of per
sonnel. One would almost think
that the three ships destined to be
tied up that a crew for one at least
could be made up from the com
plement of the other two ships.
It is understood that this move
Is entirely Coast Guard and is not
prompted by the officials of Navy-

Coast Guard Air-Sea Rescue which
controls the vessels. In fact, in
formation from Washington reveals
that Both Navy and Eastern Sea
Frontier are registering vigorous
pretests against the decommission
ing of the ships.
Mr. Gatcombe has sent letters to
the Maine delegation in Washing
ton, seeking their support in retain
ing the ships, Mrs. Smith leading
the move to keep them here.
Fishing circles have registered
vigorous protests citing the possible
loss of men, ships and fish at sea
when a craft is disabled and can
not receive help due to lack of rescue
craft. The Coast Guard exists
primarily for the preservation of life
and property at sea.
A most umeemplimentary page in
the historv of the Coast Guard
might well be written along the New
England coast, by the sheer inability
to answer a distress call.
Only last night, the cutter Harriet
Lane swept the seas 169 miles off
Highland Light for a disabled drag
ger with a crew of seven, out of New
Bedford. One week from now, that
same dragger, or any of her kind,
would have been in a sad predica
ment as that ship, tooMs destined to
be decommissioned.
The Chamber of Commerce and
fishing interests intend to carry the
fight to keep the ships, or at least
enough for adequate protection, to
the last authority.

Last Night’s City Council
Meeting

Hearing Last Night—A
Power Shovel

PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA

State of Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.
Philip A. Davis, Manager

Tel. Store, Camden, 2585. Res. Tel. 8017

Ton

5-10-10
4- 12-8
5- 8-7

Cwt.

$f6.l)0 $2.35
44.00 2.25
43.00 2.20

and

Niagara Chemicals

Niatox D. D. T. 5%
Niatox D. D. T. 3%
10-50-40 Dust
20-20-00 Dust
25-20-55 Dust

Park Street

"Chandler Brothers’ Esso Serv
ice Station’’ is the new name of
The City Council last night ap
Several ordinances were given the plant at 1C4 Park street, corner
proved the appointment of members second reading and public hearing ’ of Broad street and it adds a color
of three boards recently authorized before the City Council last night. ful touch to Rockland’s business
The Chandler boys,
by them through ordinances of the No opposition was presented to any establishment.
Bernard
and
James,'
strapping sixadministrative code.
of them. Principal was the ordi footers, though not twins,
are alike
The recreational Advisory Board, nance codifying the ordinance of as
two
peas
in
a
pod.
Both
have
which will govern all recreational the administrative code and those
activities on the city’s several play of the general code. Amendments recently completed their three year
ground, athletic fields and Com , were passed covering changes in plus hitches in the the service and
munity Building and which, it is I the ordinances governing Public both were better than 18 months
hoped, will be able to establish a j Utilities, Public Works, Peddlers in the Pacific, James with the
coherent athletic and recreational ; and Hawkers, Licenses and Permits Army Engineers in the Burma, In
program throughout the city is Fire Department in relation, to the dia and China campaigns and
comprised of none members.
duties of the city electrician, Bon Bernard with the Navy Shore Fa
First person named on the list for fires as covering fires in fields and cilities in the Philippines area,
appointment, and presumably the blueberry fields, Harbor and Water- Now this colorful pair have left
their native Munroe and plan to
chairman, is Horatio Cowan. The ! front.
serve
in this city.
remainder of the board is made up
The Zoning Ordinance was preA rather ambitious automobile
MITCHELL’S
RUMMAGE SALE
of Alan McAlary, Mrs. Pauline ' sented and passed in first reading
Rogers, William J. Sullivan, H. ' with second reading and public service program is outlined by the
ELECTRIC WELDING
Laton Jackson, Mrs. Marguerite hearing set for April 22 at 7.30 p. m. Chandlers. They maintain service
TUESDAY, APRIL 9
OF ALL KINDS
Perry,
Osgood A. Gilbert, Joseph E. The ordinance divides the city into 6.30 to 11 p. m. daily at present and
I.O.O.F. HALL. ROCKLAND
GO ANY WHERE AT ANY TIME Blaisdell and Mrs. Clara Kelsey.
four zones, flrst of which is the resi as the Summer epens will serve
DOORS OPEN AT 9 A. M.
The
Personnel
Examining
BoaiTi,
dential
zone followed by the com 24 hours per day. They will handle
TEL.
WARREN,
ME.
61-22
Auspices Miriam Rebekah Lodge
27*28 which will conduct examinations mercial zone, industrial zone and all Esso products, Atlas tires and
27-28
for candidates for various city unrestricted zone, all of which are batteries, and operate a recapping
positions, but will not be a hiring bounded on a zoning map of the agency. They will conduct lubrica
agency, is comprised of Harold city of Rockland. Restrictions are ting, washing, tire service and do
Leach, Sidney L. Cullen and James placed on the type of building in minor repairing with a specialty on
Their telephone
Connellan.
the residential zone as well as the brake linings.
Maine’s Finer Store
»
The Library Advisory Board is use to which the structure may be number is 8680.—adv.
for Diamonds,
made up of H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. put; the same applies to the com
PORT CLYDE SERVICES
Ruth Ellingwood, Cleveland Sleep mercial and industrial zones. All
tl'atchcs and Silver
er, Mrs. Irene Moran, Raphael applications for building and al
Revival services at the Port Clyde
For Over Fifty Yenrs
Sherman and Mrs. Marion Miller. terations of existing buildings will Advent Christian Church will con
come under the direction of the tinue each evening this week, con
building inspector.
cluding at 7.30 Sunday night. The
Budget Terms Arranged
Will Build Wharf
Certain
ordinances
were
intro

Evangelist, Rev. H. J. Wilson of
15-tf
duced which repealed existing or Wilmington, N. C„ has been most
now covered by new ordi successful and the services in
Airlanes, Inc., Is Granted dinances
nances introduced since the coun creasingly well attended, over flow
cil-manager form of government audiences necessitating the use of
Permit For a 200-Foot
was inaugurated. These covered the the vestry at times. Mr. Wilson's
SPRING FESTIVAL DANCE
Structure
management of the Community | talks utilizing present daj’ science
Building with the YMCA board and with religion have proven intense
Airlanes
Inc.
of
New
York
and
provided for the establishment of, ly Interesting and will continue.
SEMI-FORMAL
Rockland and of which Clyde the committee which represents the Miss Ruth Gifford, a gifted pianist,
Young of Rockland is clerk, has city on the building governing is musician at these services which
FRIDAY, APRIL 5
been granted a permit-.to build a board
have drawn guests from many near
wharf 200 feet in length and of
Another repealed the ordinance by towns and cities including Bath
WATTS HALL
wooden construction on the Rock governing the hauling of limestone and Rockland.
land waterfront. The location will throught the streets as it is now
THOMASTON
be on the property recently bought covered by the Traffic Code. The
The city building staff experi
Wayne Drinkwater’s Orchestra
by that firm from Isidore Gordon last covered the manufacture and enced somewhat of a rush yesterday
and located between the Perry1 use of fireworks in the city, all of as many persons crowded the city
DANCING 8.30 TO 12.30
Boat Yard an,d the Hyland Ma which is now covered by new laws. clerk’s’ office to obtain dog licenses
Tickets 55c Tax Incl.
chine Shop, about in line with the
The council authorized the chair while still others were lined up
foot of Winter street.
man of the Qpuncil and City Mana waiting to see City Assessor Rich
Auspices Junior Class
Ai the time of purchase, Mr. ger to negotiate for temporary ard Thomas to make a declaration
Thomaston High School
Young stated that his firm would loans to cover city financial needs, j of their property for assessment
do a wholesale lobster business here in anticipation of income from this purposes.
and in New York, where they have years tax levy. The City Manager
a similar pound on Long Island. will act on this matter in his ca
and Winter activities of the street
Their plans include shipment of lob pacity as Director of Finance.
and will greatly simpli
sters by air exclusively, using planes
The power shovel, for which bids department
fy
snow
removal
in the business
which they now own and the fa had been issued and the sale'
even in the heaviest storms
cilities of the Ash Point airport.
awarded, was covered by authoriza section,
as it can, load trucks about as fast
tion of notes for a period of one as they can be placed in position.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette year in the sum of $6,815. This
NO SHORTAGE IN GRANITE
83.00 a year
unit can be used in both Summer

EASTER

GRANITE WALLS—Cheapest and best.
27*lt

$1060 Cwt.
8JO Cwt.
9.00 Cwt.
7.68 Cwt.
8.25 Cwt.

CHARITY BALL

GRANITE SLABS — For walls and cisterns, underpinning,
chimnevs, cesspools, fireplaces. $360 per ton at Quarry.
$5.00 per ton delivered, radius 20 miles. We will deliver any
where if required.

MONDAY, APRIL 22
COMMUNITY BUILDING

GET THAT FIREPLACE material ready now. We wlll hold it
and deliver when you are ready.
GRANITE PIERS AND DOCKS. We have aU sites of stone for
docks, walls and fills from granite dust to 10 tons.
DRIVEWAYS. Let us quote you on a driveway job.
mud.)

(No more

POSTS. Mark your property bounds with our granite posts. All
sites and pi ices. Put them under your garage or buildings.
DON’T FORGET oar granite boat moorings with or without
chain. Remember, we deliver anywhere.

“GRANITE LIVES FOREVER”
Estimates given without any obligation.

AUSPICES
ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLUB

POSITIONS VACANT
Two Police Officers and One Fireman

In the City of Rockland

write us.

Fertilizers and Insecticides Available in Any Quanity

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

Place Orders for Seed Potatoes for April 20 delivery
.
26-27

Clark Island, Me. Phone Rockland 21*13
A. C. Hocking Supt.
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 56-13

26*29

(By The Roving Reporter)

WAITRESS
WANTED
APPLY

Applications should be made to the City Manager

Thorndike Hotel
FREDERICK D. FARNSWORTH

Ye gods and little fishes! Think
of today’s Navy, with its thousands
of war craft, some of which cost
nearly as much as the entire Navy
was valued at in 1898, and which
have a displacement of 45,000 tons.
It is to be wondered at that our
national debt is a sum beyond the
wildest dreams of half a century
ago!
A familiar landmark has disap
peared from upper Camden street—
the old school building where
fathers and grandfathers of the
present generation learned their
A B. abs. The building also served
as polling place for Ward 1 voters,
who will cast their ballots elsewhere
when the primary election is held.
What memories that modest little
structure held!
TAXATION
Tax the people, tax with care.
To help the multimillionaire
Tax the farmer tax his fowl.
Tax the dog and tax his howl:
Tax his hen and tax her egg.
And let the bloomln mudsill beg.
Tax his pig and tax his squeal;
Tax his boots run down at heel.
Tax his horses, tax his lands
Tax his plow, and lax his clothes;
Tax the rag that wipes his nose.
Tax his house and tax his bed;
Tax the bald spot on his head;
Tax the ox and tax the ass;
Tax his “Henry." tax the gas;
Tax the road that he must pass,
And make him travel o'er the grasa.
Tax his cow and tax the calf;
Tax him tf he dares to laugh.
He ls but a common man; so
Tax the cuss, Just all you can.
Tax his bread and tax his meat;
Tax his shoes clear off his feet.
Tax the payroll, tax the sale.
Tax his hard-earned paper kale:
Tax his pipe and tax his smoke.
Teach him government's no Joke.
Tax their coffins, tax their shrouds;
Tax their souls beyond the clouds.
Tax all business, tax the shop;
Tax their incomes, tax their stocks;
Tax the water, tax the air.
Tax the sunlight. If you dare.
Tax them all and tax them well;
Tax them to the gates of hell.
But close your eyes so you can’t see
The cdupon clipper go tax free.
O. A. T.

Mrs. Ray Leach of Union reports
having seen a full-sized fox Sun
day night about 5 o’clock. Her car,
with children in it, was parked in
front cf Blake’s store, South Union.
The fox came down the street,
stopped at the car, smelled of the
gas tank, proceeded leisurely, across
the bridge and on up the road over
the hill.

Robert Maxey, Earl Maxey and
Catherine Lunt were agog with ex
citement Sunday afernoon whpn
they looked out of a window In
Frank Lunt’s house on Georges
street, Thomaston, and saw a black
seal make its way across the road
and disappear in a culvert. They
made a careful search but failed to
see the critter again. They did the
next best thing, however. They re
ported the incident to The Black
Cat.
Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce will meet Wednesday at
10 a. m in the Tower Room of Com
munity Building. All members of
the organization are invited to at
tend.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tl I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes ls a lose of happiness —Charlea
Darwin.

Positions are vacant for

*
Call or

The Black Cat

Writing from Capt. C. W Carver
of the S. S. Pennington says: "The
ship must have been rolling badly
when our Steamboat Editor fell off
the ladder going below. Hope John
is okay by now.”
—o—
I want to thank Russell iL. Wil
ley of Crescent street for copies of
Leslie’s Weekly anl Once a Week,
published during the Spanish War
period, and profusely illustrated. I
was especially interested in an edi
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- \ torial which spoke boastfully of
"our splendid Navy,” valued $150,Re-Open Station
000,000. The Navy comprised 89
ships, including 10 battleships, larg
On Three Boards
Were Not Opposed
of which was the famous Ore
Colorful World War II Bro est
gon, with a displacement, of 11,111
tons
thers Are In Business On
Appointees Were Named At Ordinances Given
Public

Why not give us your orders now for the following
items—Summer will soon be here.

Same Management

Sagadahoc Fertilizers

Facility at Ash Point will cease to
exist as of today and that it will oe
officially turned back to the city. A
telegram received yesterday by Ed
ward C. Mcran from Repesentative
Margaret Chase Smith, stated that
the permit will be signed in Wash
ington today and promptly for
warded to Rockland.
The papers have laid on someone's
desk most of the time since March
8. Repeated calls by city officials
brought promises that they wduld
be forwarded to Washington im
mediately. Each call brought addi
tional promises of rush procedure,
but no papers in Washington.
A total of 23 days elapsed to get a
set of papers from Rockland to
Brunswick, get them signed, and
mailed on to Washington where the
machinery was all set to have them
approved immediately.
Mrs. Smith has repeatedly checked
the Navy at Washington, asking
each day if the papers had arrived.
Meanwhile, the owners of Maine Air
Cargo Express cooled their heels,
waiting for the final word and the
opportunity to start operation of the
field for which they had been the
successful bidders in bids for lease
recently opened and awarded by the
city.
Once the papers arrive in Rock
land, the way will be immediately
cleared for Maine Air Cargo Express
to take over the field and com
mence operations.

NO PRIORITIES REQUIRED

Saturday, April 6

ISSUE

Volume 101 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 27

8**d*8*•8*

becomes law Friday and according
Widely known through their an
to
city officials, will be strictly en nual nationwide tours, the 35 mem
Healthy outdoor sport for Rock
Third, to co-operate with the
land this Summer, together with city’s recreational planning board forced in every wav.
bers of the Wheaton College
The section governing the hand Women’s Glee Club will sing selec
bettered recreational conditions for and the Community Building, with ling
of trucks on Main, street should
programs.
the pupils of the »city schools, ls
Jaseball and softball are on the ' make a decided difference in the tions from their repertory of sacred
promised by the Rockland Athletic agenda, the former being under the traffic situation at once. Under the classics in a concert at the First
Association which was organized direction of Fred LaCross as chair- ; o: (finance, a truck may use no more Baptist Church, April 11 at 7.30 p. m.
Mignon Bollman 'Mackenzie, as
Friday night by 35 men who have man; and the latter in charge of j than five minutes to load or un
load in -any location on the streets. sociate professor of music in the
Bob
Seliger
as
chairman.
been active in local sports over a
There will also be girls’ softball , Those establishments having rear Wheaton Ccllege Conservatory of
period of years.
entrances must make use of them. Music, will direct the club. Mrs.
league.
The organization meeting was
The Association will also devote | One-hour parking will be en Mackenize has been rated as "one
held in the American Legion hall, its attention to the physical im forced rigidly. This covers the of Chicago's foremost sopranos*’ by
and the following officers were provement of Community Park on period between 9 A. IM. and 5 P. M. Walter Allen Stultz, professor of
chosen:
Broadway and Schofield - White in areas so marked by proper signs voice at Noithwestern University.
In addition to a full 35-voice
President, Dr. David G. Hodgkins. Park on Main street.
I erected by the police department.
Secretary and Treasurer, Donald
Plans may take into considera-" Speed limits are 25 miles an hour chorus, the club numbers among its
IL. Kelsey.
tion the use of Schofield-White in most parts of the city but ar* members a quartet, a trio, and an
Directors, Albert C. McLoon, ?ark as a Winter skating rink. Its reduced to 15 miles an hour in school orchestral ensemble. On the preF. ank A Terrill, Jr., Jchn Karl, Dr. sheltered condition and location in 1 areas, and when approaching an gram for this concert is such widely
Gilmore W. Soule. Alan L. Bird and the heart of the city make it de intersection where the operator’s diversified music as "Sweet Li’l
IDonald Chisholm.
cidedly preferable to the present vision is blocked from a clear view Jesus Boy" by MacGimsey, and
The purposes of* the association rink at Community Park.
of the crossing. Regardless of speed "Lord God. My Father, Holy One"
limits, a motor vehicle must be by Bach.
may be summed up in the following
manner:
operated to conform with safety at
First, to promote physical educa Breen Made Sergeant all times.
A Busy Fire Crew
The traffic lights will net immedi
tion in the schools.
Patrolman James Breen was this ately
Second, to give more boys and
be restoied as the yellow discs
girls a chance to participate in morning appointed Sergeant of Po for the lights, which will be marked
sports
lice by City Manager Farnsworth, "Walk," have not yet been re Van Russell’s Men On the
to be in charge of the Traffic Divi ceived
Jump Since Early Sun
sion and to conduct the flow of
day Morning
Army Day Saturday
traffic in the city, erection of traffic
PAPER DRIVE
signs and markers, conduct the
Chief Van E. Russell s crew at the
Next Saturday, at 10 a. m. a pa
THURSDAY, APRIL 4
traffic educational program and the rade will be held at Waterville, 1 fire station had anything but a
school traffic patrols. He is also commemorating Army Day. On peaceful week-end, several fires
1.00 P. M.
charged with traffic accident prose this, day. April 6, there will be an keeping them on the jump early and
Pleane have tied in bundles of
cution.
opportunity to meet your new late.
around 25 lbs. and leave on door
The first came in at 5.41 a. m.
Breen
entered
the
force
as
special
Army face to face at a public ex Sunday
step to be called for by
and took them to the second
officer in 1940. and was appointed hibit and demonstration.
More floor apartment
of 566 Main street.
to
a
three-year
term
in
April,
1944.
Rockland Boy Scouts and
than half a million young men
He left to enter the Navy in Feb- i from every corner of the United I The second was a grass fire on the
Sea Scouts
ruary, 1946 and returned to duty i States already have joined the new pre perty of Bernard Oakes at Cres
Beach at 1.32 p. h. At 2.24 a
All proceeds for Junior and
in December of last year.
peacetime Regular Army, and to cent
call
was
answered on the property
Senior High School P.T.A.
He is married, 30 years of age, take advantage of the new enlist
Light Fund.
26-27
and makes his home at 117 North ment privileges which make the of Herbert Williams at 12 Prescott
Main street.
j Army one of the most attractive ca street. A few minutes later, at 2.48
p. m . a fire at the city dump re
reers open to them today.
quired
a tention of the department.
This is your Army . . an Army of
Yesterday morning at 842, the
which you can well be proua. home of Ambrose Moody 14 Lisle
Make a point of making its ac , street had a fire which caused small
quaintance on Army Day—April 6! damage. At 9.01 a rubbish fire de
Local Recruiting office is located veloped at the home of William
in the Post Office, Rockland, Me., O'Brien
on Limerock street. A
Monday through Friday.
' short time later, a fire caused con
siderable damage to the house of
, Walter F. Goss at 330 Pleasant
USHER WANTED
street.
Shortly after noon yesterday, a
(MALE) I
run was made to the General Sea
foods plant on Tillson Avenue where
AT
the planking on the end of the dock
had caught fire. Little damage re
PARK THEATRE
sulted.
A Christian Motion Picture Filmed in Sound

TUESDAY

THE VOICE OF THE GRASS

Here I come creeping, creeping every
where;
By the dusty roadside,
On the sunny hillside,
Close by the noisy brook.
*
In every shady nook,
___
I come creeping, creeping everywhere.
Here I come creeprng. creeping every
where;
My humble song of praise
Most Joyfully I raise
To Him at whose command
I beautify the land.

Creeping, silently creeping everywhere,
—Sarah Roberta,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 2, 1946
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Costly For Bath

[EDITORIAL]

Want A Night School
A

t

Rockland Can Have One If
Enough Veterans Make
. the Request

schools have opened in Portland,
' Recently, reference has been Auburn, Lewiston, BucRsport with
made to the Knox & Lincoln Rail Brunswick, Waterville and Gar
road and the relation, of the City of diner planning io open schools
Bath to it. While the older citizens shortly.
of the community will remember the I Any veteran with honorable dischage may choose any of the 430
story vividly, many of the present courses
put out by the International
generation know little, if anything, Correspondent
Schools under his G.
about it. The story is told here, that I. Bill of Rights
at no cost to him
readers may be acquainted with its
or her and any resident may do the
significance.
by paying a small monthly fee
Shortly after the end of the Civil same
ln
advance.
War, there was begun the construc
Whether or net Rockland is to
tion of the railroad then known as have
a night school is entirely de
the Knox and Lincoln Railroad; pendent
having a minimum of
now the Rockland branch of the 15 to 20 on
students
who desire to go
Maine Central system . The project
school.
was financed largely by towns along toAmong
the courses being offered
the line.
.
i
are
High
School subjects, radio,
At a meeting held in Bath on navigation textile,
auto mechanics,
April (18, 1887, the town voted to
plumbing. heating,
lend its credit to the extent of $475.- bookkeeping,
traffic management, salesmanship,
000. Also it authorized its treasurer Diesel
engines.
to subscribe for $125,000 of the
A
wide
range of technical and
capital stock of the railroad combusiness
courses
is offered under this
| pany. In the building of the road, special supervised
group plan.
the first earth was turned on Sept.
Any
veteran
interested
in going
10, 1868. The Ifirst president of the to school should fill out Form
1950
road was Oliver Moses and William and
send
to
the
Veterans
Adminis

Hogan of iBath was one of the con
tration
at
Togus
for
statement
of
tractors. Prank O. Moses contract Eligability. Mr. Beach, local vet
ed to transport cars across the
river. The boat could accommodate eran's advisor at the Community
Building will be glad to furnish the
two passenger coaches.
1950 and advise the veteran as
The Iclty's final total capital ob Form
to
his
schooling, as well as any
ligations on account of the Knox other problem
the veteran may
and Lincoln Railroad were $1,032.have.
000, due to several new issues of
bonds in 1871 and 1872, and these Any resident interested in going to
obligations were increased as time night school should write to or get
went on by annual advances to pay ln touch with the Superintendent of
Interest on, the aid bonds. The rail schools, Mr. Lunt or Principal J. E.
road was never able to take care of Blaisdell of the High School.
Prepare for the future, go to
this item in full and the city had to
school,
learn more so you can earn
meet the deficiency.
more.
Now
is the time. Remember
When the railroad was planned, it
was understood In Bath that its ter that whether or not there will be a
minal would be here and that a night school is dependent cn the in
bridge would bring trains across the terest shown.
river. The railroad company, how
ever, decided that a bridge was not The G.O.P/s Biggest
feasible. It was then planned to
build a toll bridge, and in 1869 the
Bath Bridge Co. was incorporated, State Convention in Bangor
to build a wrought iron railway and
highway bridge between Bath and
To Be a Whopper—Stas
Woolwich, at [Winslow’s Rocks, and
sen the Keynoter
authorized to charge suitable tools.
But the bridge was not built and
Plans have been completed for
trains were transported iby ferry un
til the construction of the Carlton what, from all indications, will be
the largest Republican State con
Bridge.
The railroad began operations in vention in, Maine history.
It will open in the Bangor audi
1871, and continued to operate until
1890 when lt was sold to a syndicate torium, April 11. at 4 o'clock, with
representing Maine Central inter many GOP dignitaries seated on
ests. The negotiations for the sale the platform. There will be a brief
were begun, in 1882 but it was not concert by the Bangor band, and
until 1890 that the city received Lloyd B. Morton of Farmington,
bonds of the iPenobscot Shore Line State committee chairman, will call
(the railroad's new name) to the the gathering to order promptly at
amount of $486,000 and $78,al8 in. 430. Mrs. Lila Stowell, secretary,
cash, which represented about 50 will read the call, and prayer will
percent of what the railroad had be offered by the Rev. Lester
cost it. The conversion of these Boobar of Bangor.
Dr. Raymond Derbyshire will lead
bonds into cash, at a premium, later
oil brought some more money to the singing of the national anthem,
the city. But it was a costly experi after which Horace Estey. Bangor
ence for the City of Bath.—(Bath city manager, is to be Introduced
by J. Fred O’Connell, member of
Daily Times.
the State committee and co-chair
man of convention arrangements.
Crippled Children
William S. Linnell of Portland,
member of the national commwtee,
Is to Tie introduced by Mrs. Morton
Will Benefit From Sale Of and will make his address.
An address by Mayor H. C. MarEaster Seals Mailed To
den of Waterville, will follow.
Reconvening at 1.30 p. m., April
Local Citizens
12, the convention will (be conducted
The Easter Seals which have been In accordance with the following
nailed to citizens of Knox County program:
Concert by the Bangor band, in
>y the IPine Tree Society for Crip
pled Children, Inc., in its appeal troduction of any distinguished
or funds to aldi crippled children guests not in attendace the first
ire of special Interest because of day; announcement of personnel of
he 25th anniversary of the National the resolutions committee: election
Society for crippled Children and of vice presidents, following nom
Vdults with which the local organi ination reports; election of mem
sation is affiliated through the State bers of State committee members,
Society.
The 1946 Issue of the Easter Seal

symbolizes the silver anniversary in
vork for crippled children by a
jorder of silver suroundtng a design
n blue and magents which shows
i crippled child igazing at a blue
)tTd. At the top of the design arc
4ie words “crippled children" letered ln blue. The seals come 100
,o a sheet.
This year's winning design, based
>n national competition open to
Ugh school boys and girls, is the
vork of Mary Snyder, a student at
rech High School, Memphis. Tenn.
“Prom 22.000.000 in the first Easter
Seal sale, 1984, the annual national
listrlbution has risen to well over
me billion seals. In the same period
he number of hospital beds availible for crippled children, the num>er of hospital admissions, ortho>edic surgeons, physical and ocupational therapists, and other
irofessional and lay persons in the
rork for crippled children through
out the country has nearly doubled"
aid Mrs. Horatio Cowan, joint seals
nay be purchased at the Wee
k>nnle Gift Shop in The Thordnike
Intel.
Hazel Bohn, Jr.. Publicity.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Your Heating system Is No Bet• ter Than It Is Engineered

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING CO.
TELS. 744. 415

PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURMKBS

15tf

HIGHEST LEGAL
0. P. A. PRICES
PAID FOB

Clean Used Can
MILLER’S G ARAGE
DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH

following

96-tI

Lieutenant Commander A. J.B
Smalley, USCGR, of St. George ar
rived home the first of the week,
V. F. W. Column
on leave from extended duty in the
Paciflc.
• • • •
(by Oliver R. Hamlin)
Gecrge L. Swears, Flc, USNR,
recently received an honorable dis-< Election of officers will take place
charge from the service by the at the VF.W. hall over Moran’s
point system. Before his enlist
ment Mr. Swears was employed by Insurance office at 7.33 Wednesday
the Pratt-Whitney Aircraft Co. in night. It is requested that all
Hartford, Ccnn. He received his members make an effort to attend.
bcot training at Bainbridge, Md.. It is most important that Huntleyand served in the American Hill Post have a goed slate cf offi
Theatre.
cers to lead the veterans to a better
position in civil life in our City.
Arrived at New York: SSgt. Win
News from National shows that
field S. Chatto of Rockland.
on Sept. 1, 1945, there were 4287
• • • •
Mr

It is easy enough for ahy political
LOOKING
party to win victories in advance of the
AHEAD TO
election, but there is a certain amount of
NOVEMBER logic in the belief of National Chairman
Brownell that the Republicans will win
control of the National House next November. This could be
brought about by winning contests in seven key States, which
he designates as California, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsyl
vania, New Yoik and Connecticut. “The Senate fight will be
harder than that in the House,” said Brownell, “but if the
Truman administration continues the series cf blunders, if it
permits the continuation of the scandals that have marked the
last few months and if its lack of leadership continues, our
present bright prospects of winning the Senate will be
brighter."
An all-time high record for freight
revenue and for revenue tons of freight
handled was established by the Maine
Central Railroad in 1945. Freight revenue
amounted to $15,951,869, an increase of
59% ever 1944 Revenue tons of freight handled were 8920,above 1944. Passenger revenue for the year
amounted to $3,411,141, a decrease of 14.1% under 1944 but an
increase of 199.1% over 1941, indicating “the extent to which
rail passenger travel in our territory increased during the war
period." The decline in passenger business in 1945, as com
pared with 1944 was general throughout the year but became
somewhat more severe after the end of the war. It was caused
principally by a reduction in military travel and removal of
restrictions on use cf gasoline.

The withdrawal of the Russian
delegate from the United Nations Security
Council last week was taken by some to
FIRST
.nean the possible threat of another war.
PAYMENT
How else could the Iran dispute be settled,
is what they wanted to know. But readers of yesterday’s
newspapers were greatly heartened to learn that Russia not
cnly has no intention of withdrawing from the Council but
w-as the first of the large nations to make full payment of
the money assessed the member nations for its maintenance.
The payment amounted to $1,723,000 and certainly that was no
April First joke.
RUSSIA MADE

ECONOMY

Knox County Camera Club will
present its annual photographic
salon in the lobby of the Thorndike
Hotel. April 8 to 13, inclusive.
With the greater part of the ac
tive members in the service, the re
maining members carried the club
along during the war years; suc
ceeding in keeping together an
active organization in. the face of
small membership and shortage of
photographic materials, and hold
ing the usual annual exhibit. The
greater part of the clubs in, the
country ceased operations for the
duration and are only now re
forming.
In, addition to the salon prints of
the members, there will be special
exhibits from the Public Relations
offices of the Coast Guard. Navy
and Marine Corps. Also, an exhibit
from a Red Cross sponsored photo
graphic club at the Army hospital
at Fort Devens.
The public is invited to attend
the exhibit at its leisure as the lob
by of the hotel in which the display
is Ao be placed is open at all times.
Special lighting is being arranged
to set the prints off to their best ad
vantage.
A special showing of color transparancies will be shown at times to
be announced, and spaced to allow
everyone to view them.

Captain
speak at

CLOTHES
SHOP

night.

•
• • • •
State Commander R. H. Howell
will be present at a special meeting
to be held Tuesday April 16. A
special program will be presented.
This meeting will replace the ususl
weekly meeting.

.00
OTHER COMBINATIONS

Moc Toes

Black Patent Leather

$2.50

$3.60

'

Limited Sizes

Brown, White, Elk

98c

26-28-."0

BOYS’ DUNGAREES
RUGGED—SANFORIZED
VERY LOW PRICE—6

Coats and Ciq
prices.

open!
SOUTH HO
SATURI
Contra a J
Dean's F<>|

APPLIAI
“EDDl
Brown and

Black

Moc Toe Oxford

Buffalo Hide Tip

$3.60 to $4.65

$3.60

TEL. lift J
Write 38 tJ

Di

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
310 MAIN STREET,

DL

ROCKLAND, ME.

Famous I
Fi

MEN’S BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
FULL CUT—SANFORIZED
Ceiling Price $1.39—Special

1.19

FANCY

MEN’S SANFORIZED SHORTS
FULL CUT SEAT
3 SNAP BUTTONS

69c

PHO

GREEN MOUNTAIN POTATOES
Military
printed ml
Veterans lj
school
ap|
pocketbook

100 POUND BAG $4.00

2.18

Cook White and Mealy
Good for Seed

2.69

SPEED EASY WALL FINISH

Copies ml
Birth Cert if
tifieates,
Bible, Legal
24 Il(

RUGGED WORK PANTS
•

SANFORIZED—FULL CUT
BLUE. TAN—Low Price .....

ECONOMY CLOTHES

Persons
land may *4
Original ail
next day b|

FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS

Use Over Old or New Plaster

SIDNI

or Over Wall Paper
Easy and Inexpensive to use

Alfred C. Hockling, Supt,

QUARRY, CLARK ISLAND
TEL. ROCKLAND 21-13, TENANT’S HARBOR 56-13

DO YOU
J.

“SX

Check off the things you want
extra money for and bring the
list in to us.
We make leans of $25 to $250
or mo e to employed folks, single
or married, who can make small
monthly payments.
You can
apply in person or by phone.
Mo Charges
on balances
over $150: 3% on $150 or less
Small Loans Statute. License
No 1
Mail application to

FINANCE CO
241 Water St. Augusta, Me.

25-tf

*I «

Chief Maclj
Harrlsson has
Coast Guard
officer, fillin I
by the dlscha,
Sadler.

Wil

27-T-31

TEL ROCKLAND 103

»| *

Everett (Wail
found not guil|
Saturday on
traps not plaii
Davis of (Union
in evidence,
leged to have
with the tfiftl I
house and oi
ownership. I'|
the case was
disclosed that
had seen Wat J
the water ami
boat. Recordf
it being his bj
lenient mood
“not guilty.”
Tirrell, Jr., rej
lowed that it
—the court enl
to an atmospi,
love.

Fellows Bloc i.I

BOYS’ SWEATERS

JOHN MEEHAN & SON

CARL L FREEMAN

THE

Visit LucieiJ
second floor.

98c to 3.95
EXCELLENT VAUJE
.PULLOVER AND BUTTON
Sizes

May 10—Com:
tnunlty Bulldin
Paulee
May 30—Mem
June 30— Can|
at Lincolnville

A snowstorn^
as an April
down on us l
with tlie winil
promised to u
One almanac
and rain,’’ ari|
third offered
that it was
ing.” But will
a snow shovel!

that the feet of chil

SLEEVELESS
SWEATERS

Why not order that Mooring Stone now.’ We will deliver
when you want it. Moorings from 50 lbs. to 5 tons with Staple
installed.

good condition; Antique, Furniture, Glass, China,
etc. Highest Prices Paid, 25 years of fair dealing.
Let me know what you have to sell.

M *

It is highly essential

UP TO $23.77

FISHERMEN AND BOAT OWNERS

Old Gold Color Picture and Mirror Frames in

convenes.

Vi -4

V

IP—Pat r

We have ,pi|
City of Rock!
Fire. Depart i|
Price, 10 cent."
Co.

COMBINATIONS
LTIONS
ALL WOOL-TWO
*WO TONES
TO5

,BROWN, TAN. GRAY, BLUE
SMARTLY STYLED

WANTED TO BUY

April

• « • •

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
day. Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590. City.
10U

April 6—Army
April 8—Shake
nnual banquet
Hotel.
April 8—"Sprit
munlty Bulldin.
AprU 8 to 13
Club annual e
Hotel lobby.
AprU 11—Thr
Watts hall. The
April 11—Moth
quet ln Llttlefi
sponsored by Ty
April 11—Com
lege Women's G
tist Church
April 11-12—R
ventlon ln Bang
April 12—Cam <
“The Fighting 1.1
April 13—Llm<
Orange,
meets
Orange. South
April 14—Wa
"The Seven La
Baptist Church

April 19—Worn
meets in UnlvetAprll 19-21 -U
revival at Chui
AprU 21—Easti
April 22—Ea-si •
munlty Bulldin,:
April 28-May
Ings at First 1
Iat)d.
May 7—Knox

Comrade Veto Leo was welcomed
back from Togus, at the last meet
ing.
• * • •
Total membership of the post is
is new 466, with the possibility oi
much greater growth in the future

us protect the feet of
your Children!

DRESS HATS FOR MEN

*

d *

LeRoy Bohn AAF will
the meeting Thursday

AND SLACKS

for the mobilization of ideas for the Presidential campaign.
The discussion groups proposed by Mr. Stassen could do
much to aid that mobilization.' They could enlist the country's
youth, those voters not yet attached by habit or conviction to
any party allegiance. They could give purpose to the aspira
tions and discontents of many Republicans outside the party
machinery and insure that the destiny cf a great organization
would be decided ln a healthier and clearer atmosphere tahn
that of “smoke-fllled rooms.” And at a time w-hen it is more
and more evident that the Republican paity will soon be
intrusted with national leadership the responsibility for mak
ing that leadership truly national, truly progressive must rest
on the broadest possible base.
It is quite possible that out of a national forum such «s
Mr. Stassen suggests-will come an impulse toward a candidate
for the Presidency. If the forum is whole-heartedly and
sincerely organized for the evolution of sound doctrine, how
ever, that impulse wall be directed in favor of the man who
best represents Rubublican principles, as they are understood
by the great majority of voters. That is as it should be. It is
in the interests of the party as a whole, therefore, that Mr.
Stassen's plan should receive the co-operation cf every section
of Republican opinion, as a dynamic device with which to win
far more than partisan advantage.—'Herald Tribune.

GLEN COVE, ME.

MERRITT POST, NO. 1
Limerock St.,
Rockland

LEISURE COATS

suggestion, for while it is too early—much too early—to con
centrate upon candidates for 1948, all too little time remains

Captain Wanted For Sum
mer, Also Cook Who Can
Double As Mate

A.
■
L.
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK -

BOYS—YOUNG MEN
SMART

We have limited amount of Chain. Better get yours at once.

27-29

Knox County Camera Club
Will Have Display At the
Thorndike April 8-13

435 M.AJN STREET, ROCKLAND

f .

TALK OF

“For God and Country”

weU made shoes. Let

.
Harold E. Stassen's plan for a national
STASSEN
forum to crystallize Republican opinion
HAS A
and to bring the influence of younger
PLAN
members to bear on party policy making
has, not unnaturally, been Interpreted as
a first step in the Presidential race. But we are confident
tnat ttiis assumption does not represent Mr. Stassen's thinking.
It w’ould be extremely unfortunate If such implications served
to limit the growth or potential importance of a very valuable

Rhodesia had the only air serv
ice in the British Empire which ex
panded during the war.

Care The Courier-Gazette

VjF.W.%ithMarch
19,
hundreds

„
Posts in the
Pottle. 11946 th€re are

M *

dren have good fitting

A bit frosty and a bit windy describes
the exit of March—the most marvelous
March on record, so far as w’eather is con
BEHAVED
cerned.
Warm, sunny, no snow to shovel,
TO THE LAST
and very little rain—in short a month so
greatly at variance with March’s general reputation that we
cannot forego the tossing of this little bouquet.

Riciiard Thomas, city assessor,
spoke before the Kiwanis Club last
night, taking for hts subject the
revaluation of the city.
Guests were Gerald Black and
Fred Goodnow.
The sum of $25 was donated to
the Red Cross drive.
Plans were discussed for tlie
Easter Monday Charity Ball
Fred C. Black presented plans
and costs for the building and
erection of the new World War 2
Honor Roll, which it is hoped will be
located in the Community Build
ing.

Write

t
•„
Lewville

MARCH

The Kiwanis Club

wages desired.

•»»
Mrs.

Tuesday-

FEET OF LITTLE FOLK

The spirit of public service is in the
MEANS
air, and it finds a new manifestation in
HEALTHY
this city through the formation of the
SPORT
Rockland Athletic Association which in
tends, not only to provide us with good,
wholesome sport this Summer, but to so exert its influence
that more pupils in the city schools will become participants
in this form of recreation. Better care of Community Park
and Schofield-White Park is also included among the purposes
of these public spirited men.

bers.
Two addresses will follow. The
first will be by Mrs. Charles !W.
Weis, Jr., national committee wo
man from New York, who will be
introduced by Miss Marion E. Mar
tin of Bangor, assistant national
chairman.
Then will come the keynote
speech by Capt, Harold E. Stassen
of St. Paul, former governor of
Minnesota, who will be introduced
by Gov. Horace A. Hildreth.

We wish to employ from May
to September a licensed pilot
familiar with Penobscot Bay, for
a 90 ft. 2 masted sailing schooner.
To be used as a vacation cruise
boat to take out parties from
Monday to Saturday. Age, be
tween 35 and 65. Wj also need a
first class cook who can double
u mate. Captain will be in
complete charge of boat. Good
wages to right men. Give full
particulars as to your experience
and also give references and

-a
and

|ts Annual Salon

Court
r___ street, _have
__ received x word
xmere cf new Pests signing up each
from their son„ Lewville. stating d
There have been 31 new ones
that he has been promoted from[ Instituted in Maine since the first
Private to Pfc. He is an (M. P. in of January, with six more to be in
Florence. Italy. His address is Pic. stituted in the next three weeks.
Lewville H.. Pottle, Co. A. 101 M P.
The State encampment of the
Bn care of post master, New York v p w will be held jn June in
y'
• . » •
| Bangor, where thousands of over,,
,
—
*
—
..
veterans
will. have four days
Arrived at New York: T-4 Fred- 1' seas
of fun
and work
If ycu are an
erick L. Ross, of Waldoboro
1 overseas veteran you belong in the
* * * •
,
• V. F. W. Join up ’April 3 and do
Pvt. Carl H. Johnson of Rocklan,d ' your part to get) the legislation
is stationed in Belgium, his across that fcelcngs to ycu. such as
address: Co. A. 390 MR. Bn.
APO 228. care of Postmaster, New 1 the State bonus and pensions.
; Latest figures released by the vetYork.
t erans administration reveal that
F-O Wilfred Mills, son of Mr and' E*16 *taJ nun?b?r °f yetera"s await’
Mrs. Merle Mills of 60 Grace street,!*”’ f°£
Ja^'
has been transferred from Ellington comber was’“ 1” 220
hlgl
°e’
Field, Texas, to Long Beach. <
no ♦ <„
"English girls are the loveliest
Calif. He is in the Air Transport!
Pc"1 wU appoint a
Command, ferrying B-29's from hudriT
C0"du.ct f.he .™nr.al things God ever made,” says the
Long Beach to Georgia. He is' n
\ PP5 saJe
?e he d in Bishop of Chelmsford, England
Flight Engineer on the B-29 His, P°rk2and’ L?me date J*1 fore Memonew address is F-O Wilfred Mills.! ™a .^a\,Every meniber should
T-149854, 556th AAFBU, Long „^!nd
Poppy sale, as every
cent is used to care for the overseas
Beach, Calif.
EXCEL
men and veterans of World War
• • ♦ •
is “Honor The Dead
Seaman First Class Walter Grif- 2 Our slogan
.
fin, -son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Helping the Living.’
Griffin, and Ervin, Wooster, son of
Performing Monkey and
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Wooster, are
Grange
Corner
home on leave from the carrier
Variety Show
Midway, with which they took part
Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North War
in the recent Operation Frostbite, ren, lecturer of Knox Pomona
East Union Grange HaU
which the Navy conducted in Grange, announces that a meeting
Labrador waters.
will be held Saturday with Medo
MONDAY, APRIL 15
mak Valley Grange, at Burkettville.
Pvt. Walter J. Wadsworth, son of the speaker to be Miss Isabel Pat
8.15 P. M.
Admission 35c
Mrs. George Hamlin, who has re terson, nutrition, consultant from
enlisted in the Army Air Force, is the State Department of Health
27* lt
now stationed at Rio Hoto Air and Welfare.
Base in Panama Canal Zone. He
‘Hoboes Night' wil) be observed
has recently been promoted to the Friday at White Oak Grange. North
rank of Corporal.
Warren, men. competing for the
• » » *
prize of the best hobo. Lunch will
The new address of Richard H. be on sale.
Hussey, who recently joined the
The first rehearsal for the min
Navy is: Richard H. Hussey A.S.. strel "Moonlight Cabaret Minstrels’’
3096813, Co. 126, Barracks Bi-lO2, 3d auspices of the Welfare Committee
Reg . IstBattallion, USNTS. Camp of White Oak Grange. North War
Peary, Williamsburg, Va.
ren. will be called for April 10, at
* ♦ • *
hall.
Arrived at San Francisco: Sgt.
John W. Stahl of Camden.
Read The Courier-Gazette

AN ALL-TIME
HIGH
RECORD

county committee mem

“SUMMER RESIDENT”

BOCKLAND. ME.

THEY WORKED FOR PEACE

Although he occupies a suburban home
BLETHEN’S
Everett Blethen's interest in Rockland has
TIMELY
been demonstrated on numerous occa
SUGGESTION sions. Now he comes forward with a sug
gestion which we are sure will have the
hearty endorsement of most citizens, hnd it calls for the
establishment of a war memorial fountain in the city park
which is approaching the development stage at the comer of
Limerock and White streets. A fountain of architectural
beauty is a source of constant pleasure to beholders, and a
mere ideal location for a war memorial could scarcely be
found, for the little park is centered among the city’s principal
buildings and is sure to te the mecca of many visitors when
the necessary seating arrangements have been provided. The
park in the center of Camden, where the Bay View Hcuse once
stood is a striking example of how popular such an institution
can become.

Reviewing the History Of
Oood news to returned veterans
Our Knox & Lincoln
and residents in Rockland and
vicinity was announced today. Night
f
Railroad

BOCKLAND. ME..

Tuesday-Friday

Representative will be in Rockland Thursdays

LOANS OVER $300 Made by New England Finance Corp.

GALLON
QUART •

TIIE < <1
RO<

$2.75
.87

DuPONT LIQUID WAX
SELF POLISHING

GALLON ••
QUART • • •
PINT.. .. .. .. .

$2.19
.69
.39

J: A. JAMESON CO.
TEL 17 AND 18

Fin-

TALK OF THE TOWN
Country”

1 a

L.
BROOK.

T, NO. 1
Rockland

A

,hn AAF will
ing Thursday

R. H. Howell
pecial meeting
April 16. A
be oresented.
lace the usual
was welcomed
Ithe last meetlof the post is
" possibility of
in the future.

lomas, optomelod glasses, 492
pockland. Me.
8 p. in., Mon|nd Saturday.
lOtl

THE WEATHER

Everett Watts of St. George was
found not guilty in Municipal Court
Saturday on charges of setting
traps not plainly marked. Warden
Davis of (Union presented five traps
in evidence, four of which were al
leged to have been in Watts’ boat,
with the (fifth found in a muskrat
house and of which he disclaimed
ownership. It was not until after
the case was closed that the warden
disclosed that he and a supervisor
had seen Watts take the traps from
the water and place them in his
boat. Recorder Strout stated that,
it being his birthday, he was in a
lenient mood and would find Watts
“not guilty.” Attorney Frank A.
Tirrell, Jr., representing Watts, al
lowed that it was also his birthday
—the court ended in what amounts
to an atmosphere of legal brotherly
love.

bf chil-

fttting

Chief Machinist Benjamin F.
Harrlsson has been assign^ to the
Coast Guard base as engineering
officer, filling the vacancy, created
by the discharge of Lieut. Emerson
Sadler.

Let

fs.

AprU 6—Army Day.
April 8—Shakespeare Society's annnual banquet at the Thorndike
Hotel.
AprU 8—"Spring Formal” at Com
munity Building.
AprU 8 to 13—Knox County Camera
Club annual exhibit at Thorndike
Hotel lobby.
April 11—Three one-act plays at
Watts hall. Thomaston.
April 11—Mother and Daughter ban
quet ln Littlefield Memorial vestry,
sponsored by Tyler P T A
April 11—Concert by Wheaton Col
lege Women's Glee Club at First Bap
tist Church.
April 11-12—Republican StatQ Con
vention ln Bangor.
April 12—Camden: Senior Class play,
•'The Fighting Littles'' at Opera House
April 13—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Orange,
meets with Weasaweskeag
Grange. South Thomaston.
April 14—Warren: Easter cantata,
"The Seven Last Words of Christ" at
Baptist Church
April 19—Patriots' Day..
April 19—Woman’s Educational Club
meets ln Universalist vestry at 3 p. m.
April 19-21—Union: Special Easter
revival at Church of the Nazarene.
April 21—Easter.
April 22—Easter Charity Ball at Com
munity Building.
AprU 28-May 12—Kallenbach meet
Ings at First Baptist Church, Rock
land.
May 7—Knox County Superior Court
convenes.
May 10—Community Concert. Com
munity BuUdlng with Kullman and
Paulee
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 39—Camp Tanglewood opens
at Lincolnville.

A snowstorm, manifestly intended
as an April First joke, swooped
oown on us during the night, but
with the wind from the southeast
promised to be of brief duration.
One almanac fcr this day said “fog
and rain,” another “cold,” and a
third offered the timely (?) advice
that it was “time to begin plant
ing.” But what do you plant with
a snow shovel?

Isential

ifeet of

We have published a map of tlie
City of Rockland showing the new
Fire (Department call numbers
Price, 10 cents. Huston-Tuttle Bock
Co.
26-27
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's,
second floor. 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
iotl

Leather

OPENING DANCE
rs

SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
SATURDAY’, APRIL 6
Contra and Round Dances
Dean’s Four-piece Orchestra

*

I

The Yacht Club will hold a meet
Lieut. Eugene W. Ureneff, U3OG,
A Softball Protest
ing in the offlee of Commodore
stationed here aboard the Kickapoo
Joshua N. Southard in the City
prior to the war, has been assigned
to the Rockland Coast Guard Base Players Object To Use of Building Tlursday night at 7 30.
as icommunications and oemmissary officer.
Schofield-White Park As
Knox County Camera Club meets
tonight
at Wilbur Senters, the final
Parking Space
Townsend Club No. 1 meets next
meeting before the exhibit. All
Thursday night at 7.30. Articles
Five softball enthusiasts, .ed by members urged to te present and
for the mystery basket will be great Robert Seliger, appeared at the have an accurate listing of prints
ly appreciated. A few tickets left meeting cf the City Council last and color slides they intend to ex
for the quilt top donated by one of night to protest the use of Scho-. hibit.
the Club's great workers. It will be field-White Park as a city parking
given to the lucky winner on this ground.
The V.F.W. Auxiliary is spon
night.
Councilman William J. Sullivan soring beano games to be held in
brought up the subject and asked KP. hall, opening date to be an
The Mazzeo boys figured promi permission to speak on * it even nounced. Helen Johnson was ap
nently in the “Reddish” race in though the matter was net included pointed chairman and Emmeline
Boston Saturday — Bruno landing in the agenda of the meeting. Per Rawley, co-chairman.
fifth and Dave recording as the mission was promptly granted. He
tenth man to cross the tape. Bruno pointed out that the softbail league
Change of address to Sleepy Hol
was only 3 m. 3^s. behind the win uses the field for its games and pro low.
Plainfield. N. J., is ordered, but
ner. He has been a participant in vides entertainment for several
many Marathon events and the hundred Rocklanders throughout no signature to the orde*.
crowds which line the course always the Summer, let alone the amuse
Charles C. Wotton refereed 53
look for his familiar figure.
ment derived by the players them basketba'i games, during the recent
selves. In addition, the field is used
calling him to 31 cities and
One year ago: Everett W. Humph by the countless youngsters who season,
towns. He handled the Colbyrey of Glen Ctove succeeded to the have ‘‘pick-up" games continually Maine games, and the State cham
management of the local Employ throughout the baseball season. He
game at Portliod when
ment Office—Dr. and Mrs. J. A also pointed out that the Scouts pionship
Edward Little High beat Bangor
Richan celebrated their golden wed also use It for practice and demon High 50 to 35. Mr. Wottcn s sei vices
ding.—The Kiwanis dance added strations.
have teen widely in demand over
$109 to the Red Cross fund.—Rev.
Seliger went on to ask for certain a long period of years, and have
Dr. John Smith (Lowe was injured improvements in the field itself. given universal satisfaction.
by a falling chimney tile while on First was the leveling of the playing
his way to the Easter sunrise serv service and the removal of piles of
Raymond Stewart, who is so
ice on Middle Street Hill—Lowell paving block which now present a much
of a circus fan that he has a
W. Welt, 75, formerly of Waldoboro, hazard to the outfielders. Speak miniature
show of his own, follows
died in South Portland. ,
ing fcr all softball teams, he offered closely the movement of the “big
have a crew on hand to assist in top” every season. He notes that
The Woman’s Association of the to
the
leveling of the field. If the city Sparks Circus, which has been a
Congregational Church will meet would
the scraper equip frequent visitor here in past years,
in the vestry Wednesday at 1.30. ment. provide
In
addition,
he asked for ls going out for its 30th season, and
Please note the change in time and
that the Ringling-Barnum Bailey
players
’
benches.
come prepared to do relief sewing
show is going to he West Coast
Chairman
Moran
responded
with
Take mite boxes to this meeting.
the information that the city had with a new tent 500 feet long and
The Quiet Hour Lenten service absolutely no plans at present to 250 feet wide.
the park into a parking
this evening in the Uiiversalist convert
The first of the pair of new 28vestry begins at 7.30. Dr. Lowe’s area and that the group could ex passenger
busses for the Wood
pect
every
possible
assistance
from
subject will be, Understanding
Jesus’ Scale of Values.” Because of the newly appointed Recreational service to Port Clyde, Clark Island,
the nature of the service friends are Advisory Board and suggested con Tenant’s Harbor, etc., has arrived.
It is an International, approxi
asked to arrive a little before the tacting them at once.
mately the same style and size as
All
softball
enthusiasts
are
a^ked
appointed hour.
to attend a meeting Thursday night the new bus of the Camden-Thom
The executive board of the Wom at 7.30 in the Community Building. aston service.
en’s Society of Christian (Service Sponsors, players and all interested
The Men’s Club of the Universa
will meet tonight at 6.45 in the ves persons are urged to attend.
list
Church will meet April 4 in
try of the Methodist Church. Rev.
stead
of 11 as originally planned.
Earl
U.
Chaples,
who
recently
Maldwyn Vaughn Parry, pastor of
the Congregational Church, will be completed his duties as deputy Rev. Fred Hayes of Belfast will be
the guest speaker for the Lenten marshal on Rockland police force the speaker. All members are urged
service which will take plac at 730. is now employed as night man at to attend. Supper will be served
Wood’s taxi office. In connection by members of the Tonian Circle.
with his police duties. Mr. Chaples
BORN
Aurora Lodge, FA.M., will have
Smith—At Knox Hospital. March 4. was also serving as sealer of weights
to Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Smith, a and measures, an office which he work on.the Entered Apprentice de
son—James Clark Smith.
had held for 21 years, also serving gree Wednesday night, f
Itandall—At Knox Hospital. March 28, Owl’s Head and South Thomaston
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Randall, a
Penobscot View Grange, Glen
and for a brief period Camden.
daughter—Dianna Lee.
Cove, meets Thursday night at 8
Mrs. Percy Blaisdell is employed o'clock.
MARRIED
Benner-Fra.se—At
Newark,
N. J.. in the office of the City Manager
March 3, Kelsey A. Benner ol Rock as secretary.

land and Marlon Erase of Newark, N.
J

DIED

Twenty-eight of the young peo
ple of the Littlefield Memorial
Church attended the Central Maine
Baptist Ycuth Conference at the
Columbia Street Baptist Church,
Bangor. In the group were: Mrs.
Annie Dorman. Muriel Young, Ma
rion Bartlett. Beverly Gerrish, Ar
lene Cross, Catherine Young, Pa
tricia Wellman, Berla Wixson,
George Cassens, Perley Bartlett,
Garfield Belyea. Betty Wellman.
Ruth Dorman. Margaret Dorman,
Dea Perry. Margaret Belyea. Betty
Belyea, Joan Pettee, George Mc
Lean. Lucy McLain. Vivian Lord,
David Cassens, David Ulmer, Billy
Hodgkins. Carroll M. Bernard Sta
ples, Richard Lord, and Percy Clark.
From Owl’s Head went Ellen Bray
and Flora Bray. From Owl’s went
Ellen Bray and Flora Bray.

Smith—At Bangor. March 31. Oladys
B„ wile of Frank A. Smith, age 50
years. 5 months. 1 day. Private fu
neral services Wednesday April 3. at 2
o’clock from Russell Funeral Home.
Rev J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Burial tn Achorn Cemetery.
Longley — At Portland. March 31,
Michael Longley, formerly of Orono,
age 77 years, 10 months. 1 day. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'olock from
Mount Hope Chapel. Bangor. Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller officiating. Burial
In Mt. Hope Cemetery.
Atkins—At Thomaston. March 29,
Frank W. Atkins, native of Bangor,
age 88 years. 7 months. 8 days. Fu
neral services today (Tuesday) at
2 o'clock from Simmons Funeral Home,
Warren.
Lunt—At Thomaston, April 2, Scott
Lunt. age 75 years, 4 months, 1 day.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Davis Funeral Home.
Interment In
Seavlew Cemetery. Rockland.
Merrifield—At Rockland. March 31.
Clarence Merrifield, age 79 years. Fu
TEXTILE COURSES!
neral from Russell Funeral Home, date
to be announced.
Learn to be an overseer of Carding.
Whitcomb—At Laconia. N H March Spinning and Weaving by home study
29, Fred B Whitcomb of Meredith. N. during your spare time. I.C.S. diplomas
H aged 73 years. 6 months. 22 days.
are recognized ln the textile Industry
Poland—At Waldoboro, March 31, For full particulars write
Josiah Poland, formerly of Friendship,
JOS. S. BROWN, REPR.
age 71 years. Funeral today at 2 o'clock,
at Flanders Funeral Home. Waldoboro. International Correspondence Schools,
Lisbon Falls, Maine
Interment In Aflllage cemetery, Friend
27*28
ship.

*

Inspiring, Informative Addresses That Will Enrich

Your Life!

REV. H. J. WILSON, Radio Pastor
WILMINGTON. N. C.

ADVENT CHRISTIAN CHURCH, PORT CLYDE
Each Evening, Including Saturday at 7.30
Next Sunday at 10.30 and 7.00
27*lt

AN ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE

WATCH REPAIRING

’

BY MAIL
Send us your Ailing Watch. We will repair it in the shortest
possible time, at moderate price and return it promptly to you.
No long waits. All Repairing absolutely Guaranteed. No mailing
charges.

ROCKLAND

TEL. ,1202

DIAMONDS
Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

Mai*

We’re Not Trying

To Fool You

ii-tf

ATTENTION!

PHOTOSTATIC

24 HOUR SERVICE
Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned the
next day by same method C.O.D.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

TREE OWNERS
For Complete Tree Service

CALL M. F. ROBARTS
Licensed Arborist
CAMDEN 785

14 Years in Camden

27*32

DANCE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

Marriner Hall, Searsmont
Charlie Woodcock’s Orchestra

26-29

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

BURPEE
Funeral Hone
TELS. 89©-- 1174-M
114-113 LIMEROCK 6T.

LADY ASSISTANT

Ambulance Service
Tel. 701—703
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

MONDAY, APRIL 8

suits—

•

But of qne thing you
can be sure—the suits we
do have are up to our
Quality standards — made
and fashioned for Greg
ory's, designed and con
with

good

Music By

Drop in today — per
haps our suit allotment
contains just what you
need.

$25.00 to $45.00

ROCKLAND, MB.

GREGORYS

Ambulance Service

TOP TO TOR OUTFITTERS

416 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 294

longies for younger boys from 6 years upwards.
In Brown and Blues, Mediums, Plaids, Herring
bones, Blue Cheviots and Wool Tweeds. And some

Two Tones.

$12.95 to $27.50

SPORT COAT SPECIALS

The Portland Tractor Co. has
been awarded the bid on a Sargent
overhead power shovel by the city.
This unit can be used both for snow
removal and in street department
activities during the remainder of
the year. The bid price Was $5815
on the Unit. which was first esti
mated to cost about $6000.

We can offer an excellent assortment of smart
Sport Coats, just the thing for boys or girls in dark

brown, tan and blue corduroys. Ages 8 to 20 years.

Priced at $12.95
And a stunning array of Sport Coats for tomor
row in a wide choice of blues and browns, patterns
that are intriguingly different and appealing to
boys or girls.

$11.95 to $15.95

i

GABARDINE TROUSERS
We have Gabardine Trousers for Boys, Men and
Young Men, pure wool, contrasting beautifully with
Sport Coats.

$10.50

DANCE

Reserved Tables for Four, $3.50

For Tickets Contact
Miss Polly Havener, telephone 370
Mr. Ralph T. Clark, telephone 723-W

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

1

South Warren Grange Hall

26-28

Tf i'
i 41 3

MENSANDBOYS CLOTHING
FURNISHIN6S, SHOES AND UNIFOkMS
3E 9 MAI N ST ROCK LA N 0 M p

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

27*28

GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

GIBSON
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRL POOL WASHERS
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS

WOOD’S BUS
TIME SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE APWL 15
MON. thru SAT.

TWEED TOPCOATS
attractive patterns and
nicely tailored

And we are right proud of our fine assortment of
“Prep” suits for older boys up to 22 years and

BUD CLARK and His 14-Piece Orchestra

ma

terial and workmanship.

■

The WO.T.U. will hold an institute Friday April 12. in the Metho
dist vestry, morning and afternoon
session. Luncheon or dinner served
at the church. Frederick WI^Bmith.
superintendent of the Maine Civic
League will be guest speaker in the
afternoon.
»

Community Building, Rockland

Not all sizes — not all
varieties — but perhaps
just what you have been
looking and waiting for.

structed

.

Auspices Beta Sigma Phi

We do have some Spring-

COPIES
Military discharges, copied and
printed in sites suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sir-s.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates. Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.

a d ;t s’"

*

25-T-tf

FOR HIS SUIT’S A COFFIN’S PREP!

An Easter Monday Ball will be |
held by the Kiwanis Club at the
Community Building. Profits de
rived frem the affair will become a i
part cf the club’s Char ty Fund. !
Further details of the dance will
be forthcoming.

J**”

The Rexall Store

HE’S PROUD TO SAY
“GOOD MORNING’’

After seven years” absence from
Rockland Captain Tyler W. Spear,
US.N. (D.CJ) is visiting his for
mer home city, a guest of his uncle,
Walter H. Spear. By a curious co
incidence his last visit here also
followed seven years’ absence. But
no number of years could disguise
the familiar smile 'which this popu
lar naval officer wears, and which
found its reflection in the liearty
greeting he has everywhere re
ceived. Captain Spear is attached
to the AFB 40, flagship of the 16th
U. 6. Fleet, stationed at Green Cove
Springs, near Jacksonville, Fla.
Captain (Spear has had ‘UB.N.”
attached to his name for 34 years.
He iwill be eligible for retirement in
five years, but doesn’t know Whether
to feel glad or sorry. Meantime he
is going to climb two flights of stairs
in the Everett L. Spear apartment
block for a run-in with his old
friend Commander George H. Heed.

_____

sSUlT
444

signed by G. Hendel. Naval archil
tect of Camden, and Dudley Cot-)
ton of Bremen, is now under con
struction in a separate division, ol|
the yard. The pilot model will be
completed In several weeks and will
be on display in the shipyard
where It will undergo rigid watei|
tests. The boat will be shov
throughout the East by Mr. Cottor
who will handle sales. The craft)
is to be known by the trade namej
"Albacore,”
It is hoped that the venture may]
develop an entirely new Industry ir
town.
i „

Contracts for two boats have been
received by the Waldoboro Ship
yard.
One is for George Thompson of
Wakefield. R. I., who will pave a
schooner rigged Diesel propelled
fishing boat, with a carrying capa
city of 80.000 pounds of iced fish.
A rummage sale will be held April |
Work will begin shortly.
The second boat is an auxiliary 9 at I.O.O.F. Hall. School street
cutter and will be built for Adams under auspices of Miriam Rebekah I
Lodge. Doors open at 9 oclock—|
* Hayden of South Bristol.
adv.
An all-aluminum sailboat, de

Mrs. A. L. Cunningham, who is
spending the Winter at 51 Granite
street, received a telegram from
Lieut. Commander A. L. Cunning
ham stating (he had arrived in the
Panama Canal on his way to
Charlestown S. C. He is ln com
mand of the U^SB. Van Buern. •

SPRING FORMAL

X'

DANIELS’

$2.19
,69
.39

patrolman Myton C. Drinkwater,
Word comes from Chicago of more
the police force was reduced to a
henors for iEdward and John Storer,
total of' six men—four patrolmen to
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer, 14
handle
both night and day beats,
Ocean street this city.
plus
a
night
clerk and the Chief on
Edward who has recently com day duty.
pleted his internship at Albert
Considering the added duties of
Billings Memorial Hospital in the force in carrying tout the tasks
Chicago, has been elected to Sigma., of the Sealer of Weights and
Chi, an honorary scientific organi Measures and those of Truant Of
zation for meritorious work in ficer, plus the new traffic code which
scientific research. He also was ap goes Into effect Friday morning,
pointed assistant surgeon to Dr. this Is definitely an 1 nadequate
Lester Dragstedl, a head surgeon in police force. The present comple
Billings Hospital.
ment gives the city less than one
John. who. it will be remembered, patrolman to each 2,000 inhabi
was valedictorian of the class of tants.
1942, R. h. 6., has recently been
In fairness, it must be pointed out
elected president of the Senior class that every effort has been made to
at the U. of C. medical school and secure recruits for the department,
also has received appointment as men of a caliber suitable for good
assistant in the Department of police officers, and ones 'who would
Physiology. His wife is the former try to improve their efficiency by
Jean Calderwood of this city.
study and application to their
assigned tasks.
City Manager Farnsworth states
Many Fish Arrivals
that many have answered adver
tisements for positions on the force
O’Hara and General Seafoods and have been given application
blanks. The majority have not re
Receive Quantities of Food turned the papers, having suppos
edly found other employment;
From the Seas
others have been rejected Ior one
reason or another.
Fish arrivals at General Seafoods
As it stands, there are barely
the last several days have been:
enough police officers on duty in
For each boat; Anne Sylvia', Capt both the night and day shifts, to
Newcomb. 6.000 reds, 2,000 mixed effectively carry out one shift. The
groundfish. Major J. Casey, Capt. night shift requires two men In the
Percy Spurling, 52.000 reds. 8,000 vicinity of Main and Park streets,
mixed. Jacqueline, Capt. William another on, the so called middle
Howell. 21.000 reds, 3,000 mixed. beat in the business section and a
Myrt 2nd, Capt. John Grover, 3,000 third at Rankin Block and North to
reds. 1,000 mixed. Lida & Dick, the foot of Camden street. There
Capt. Leroy Ames, 12,000 reds, 2,- goes your entire force of patrolmen
000 mixed.
in one shift. ' It is necessary that
O’Hara arrivals have been for there be a man on the desk at the
each boat:
station at all times; that takes the
Mary S, Capt. Chester Phil remaining two men, of the present
brook, 14,700 reds, 4365 mixed force, one for each shift.
groundfish.
Dorothy M., Capt.
There now exists vacancies for at
Clarence Bennet, 9,600 reds, 1,000 least three patrolmen—and more if
mixed. Helen, Mae 2nd, Capt. Frank and when the three platoon system
Ross, 68,500 reds, 7,000 mixed. St. is inaugurated.
George, Capt. Clyson Coffin, 109,Salary for the position or patrol
C00 large cod, 52,755 haddock, 12,- man is set at $35 per week for the
000 market cod. 9,180 pollock, 2,435 flrst six months and $37 per week
mixed mostly halibut. Ethel C., after that. Sergeant receives $37.Capt. Edward Ames. 66.000 reds. 50. Captain. $38, and the Chief $170
6250 mixed. Little Grd’wler, Capt. per month.
Walter Ross, 50.000 reds 9.746
Manager Farnsworth will receive
mixed . Helen B. Capt. Leo Blood applications at his offlee from men
26,600 reds. 3,000 mixed.
interested.
Men, with military
service and especially those who
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette have had military police duty are
sought. (Men desiring to make po
lice work their career are urged to
contact Mr. Farnsworth at once.

1903 OLDSMOBILE water pump want
ed TEL 592-M or call at 8 STATE ST.
37-28

c

$2.75
.87

Additional Honors Have Been Vacancies For At Least Three Has Contracts For Building
Two Fishing Boats—May
Now Exist—What a Job?
Bestowed Upon Edward
Develop New Industry
and John •
With the resignation Sunday of

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

TEI- 1142-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland/
8-tf

Waldoboro Shipyard

Only Six Cops Now

The Wonders Of Time And Eternity

376 MAIN STREET

“EDDIE” BARNARD

Smart Storer Boys

MANHATTAN JEWELERS

Bean.o G. A. R. hall Friday, April
2(7*lt
26-tf 5 at 730 p m

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE

>ES
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Tuesday-Friday

-Friday

A.M.
............. . . .
HEAD OP BAY . . . . . .
OWL S HEAD .... ...
ASH POINT................ ...
AIRPORT ................... . ..
ROCKLAND .............

BOCKLAND

lv.

lv.
lv.
lv.
lY.

9.15

;

P.M.
1.30
1.35

9.20
9.27 ; 1.42
1.51
9 36
1.52
9.37
| 9.45 1 2.00

SAT.
ONLY

P.M.
7.15
7.20
7.27
7.36
V.37
P 7:46

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FASH EQUIPMENT

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order
Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Equipment

TR1C0DNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.
116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

19-tf

TuSsdaj-Ffii

(Tuesday-PriSa?"
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WALDOBORO
«A ««
MRS ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
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For The Farnsworth Collection
-—J*..

I

-

UNION

Marjorie Mills’

ft ft ft JJ
htfte CHARLOTTE HAWBB
Correspondent

Broadcast

*

A A

Telephone 2-21

Telephone 78

(Monday
through
Friday
at
12.30 p m. over Stations WBZ,
WOSH, and WLBZ >

Creamy Chicken Casserole

USE
OUR

CLASSIFIED

VINALHA1

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

Ralph

FOR SALE

Knowlton,

w

completed his boot tral
Naval Training iStatioi
bridge, Md.. and has toe
short leave with his i
and Mrs Llewellyn K
turned [Monday to Bai
Mrs. Frances Gilc
tained the "Nitaneats’
iier home on Lane s I-sli
was served and a (plea
enjoyed with sewing a'
a Mrs. Florence Ericksc
jfcjd Mass., announce
ment of her daughter.
Kenneth IF. York, son c
tred M. Murch of Port!
Richard Williams, wi
„liest of Mr. and Mrs
field, returned Month
mouth. (Mass.
j4rs. IViolet Baum oi
bppn passing a few
former home here.
A general meeting i
Clubs in town will toe
night at Union Churn
Oris Norwood left V
attend the ICoyne Ele<
at Chicago.
To celebrate her thi
gharon, daughter of
Richard (Healey, was u'
Saturday afternoon at
grandparents, Mt
Jfen Roberts. Prt
Charles (Dyer. Betty E.
Bobbie Bennett, Kennt
(Bobbie Williams, Roni
Patsey Smith, Karen I,
Peterson, Cora iMacl
young guests were acc
their mothers, but Jetii
being out of town
Smith was his comp
Fred Healey wa.s all
Birthday cake and ice
served and Miss Share
large number of nice i
Miss Marion M. Little
who received her disc
the Waves, arrived Th
Seattle, Wash., where s
stationed for two a;
years, and is with her
Mrv. Scott Littlefu
the visited her aunt
■> Cline Ui West Hari
ond Mr. and Mrs. Leigl
Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V
daughter, IMrs. Victor
turned Saturday frt
where they attended
services for Mrs Dre-a
M Colson.
Mrs. Kittie Webster
to the Weary Club San
home on School street
noon was devoted to se
was served, and the ev
with cards.

(or Selling-Buying-Renting-Services

irs. Maude Clark Oay has re- ’
Miss Edith Howard entertained *One cup crushed corn flakes, 1
med from Portland after two
16 friends Friday night at cards cup chopped cooked chicken, 1 cup
jnths’ sojourn at the Congress
and luncheon. It was the birthday sliced cooked mushrooms, 1 teaHERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Iuare Hotel
of the hostess although many of the. spoon salt, dash of pepper, ‘i cup
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
Ilss Addie Feyler passed the}
geests were unaware of the fact. 1 heavy cream, and *•_, cup chicken
serted
once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
k-k-end with Miss Flora Fish in I
R. M. McKinley returned from stock.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents lor two times. Five
Boston, Saturday, where he had; Cover the bottom of a casserole
bckland.
small words to a line. spent a few days on business.
; with half the com flake criunbs tor
|Mrs. Eda Hoak and daughter ElMr.
and
(Mrs.
Roy
(Barlow
and
son
use
leftover
bread
crumbs).
Seawere Rockland visitors Satur- j
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertise
of Manchester, Oonn., were guests son chicken and mushrooms with
kv; also Mrs. Robert Hanrahan, I
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courierfor a few days last week of Mrs. salt and pepper and spread over
|rs Verne Nickerson and Mrs.1
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additionaL
Blanche Robbins and Mr. and Mrs. crumbs. Add cream and chicken
ibel M. Labe.
Tolman Robbins
stock, then top with remaining
|Miss .Laura Gardiner of Machias
Mr.
ad
Mrs.
Schuyler
Hawes
and
crumbs. Bake in a moderate over
guest of her sister, Mrs. K. K.
Herbert
Hawes
attended
Farm
and
logo
degrees) about 25 minutes.
I eston.
Home week, Wednesday "and Thufs- serves 4.
FOR SALE
■Reginald French of Portland has
HOUSE for sale, 81 Cedar St. Tel.
day iat University of Maine.
I
,
.
New subdivision of house lots south
27-23
len visiting her mother. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Brarkett of
’cSTs"k 1 cup 775-W CAPT MITCHELL.
of Ingraham's Hill (Everett Field);
liscilla Creamer.
Medford, Mass, returned hornet Two cups chicken stock, l cup
METAL twin beds complete witli extra large lots; chance for home and
Sunday, having been, called here by chopped celery, 1 >2 cups sliced spring and mattress for sale. TEL. garden; electricity and water avail
|Miss Jessie Stewart of Thomaston
able; 18 lots of which four are choice
the death of his (uncle
I mushrooms. 1 cup fresh or canned 1468 W.__________________ ________ , 27 It shore
is returned to her duties at Walproperties
All lots have won
Pvt
Randall
Clrak
of
Fort
Devens
pineapple
cubes
l'i
cups
diced
HOUSE
corner
of
Main
and
Pleasant
bboro Shipyard, after several
derful water view which adds greatly
Sts.,
for
sale.
11
rooms,
3-room
apa."
to the value of any home.
Newly
was home Thursday night, returnIon ths absence.
and field for a house lot. Applv staked. Look them over and make a
■% teaspoon salt, crisp rice cereal or ment
ing to duty the next day.
17 MAIN ST., Thomaston_______ 27 28 choice.
[Delegates chosen at the recent
Mrs O. E. Sorsa of 'New York is fr*£d noodles.
One and One-half story, two-famlly
L-publican caucus were: Vellis
GEESE eggs for hatching for sale,
Combine 1 cup of the chicken
at her farm in South Union.
[eaver, Mrs Maude Clark Gay,
25c each; also ganders and laying house, centrally located; 6 rooms and
stock
with
the
celery
and
mush

bath
and 5 rooms and flush. Extra
The Circle will meet tonight,
geese
WILLARD B
WARE. WashIrs Rena B. Crowell, E. Ashley
lot of land.
rooms.
Cook
10
minutes.
Add
pinei
ngton.
Tel.
8000
_________________
2T
1
1
with Mrs. Ralph Wallace.
Falter, Mrs K. E. Fredericks,
Extra nice home and location on
Stir remaining
The pastor of the ' Methodist apple and chicken,
FOR Immediate sale: Three-family Route No 1. Oood as new; completely
jatirice Hilton; alternates, Stewart
A large pencil study made by Andrew Wyeth, (b. 1917), for his water color. Read to Friendship, also Church announces that next Sun cup of stock into the flour. Season house at 31 SEA ST, Camden. Bids modern; four roms, flush and lavaLllard, Crocby Waltz Mrs. Blanche owned by the museum together with four others of his water colors painted in this vicinity. He is the son
3-4. try on first floor; 3 rooms and bath on
day will be guest day for those who with salt. Cook 10 minutes. Add to will be accepted at property April 271
I orse, Frederick Payne, Mrs. Elsie of N. C. Wyeth, the mural painter and comes from Chadds Ford, Pa.—Courtesy of the Farnsworth Gallery.
1 second floor; cemented cellar; hard
are
Enable
To
^attend
‘
regularly
for
chicken
mixture.
Heat
well
and
wood floors: large lot of land; two-car
lank and Foster Jameson. They
lack of conveyance. Cars will toe serve oyer boiled rice, with a topKEEP your money ln Rockland. garage or barn which can be put to
jill attend the State Convention on
Very
attractive
provided and it is hoped that many P»«8 <>[ ready-to-eat rice cereal Pocket and wrist watches. $5 and up. commercial use.
aril 11 Bangor. These delegates
clock and watch repairing, property. Price $9000.
27 28
A
Jay
See
Corrects
will avail themselves of this oppor- which has been crisped in a hot 6Expert
Oldtime
Merchants
Camp
Tanglewood
day service. GENE’S. 258 Main St.
|lll also attend the Second District
WOOD-BURNING living-room cabi
tunity to worship. Those wishing °vpr or with fned noodles Serves
27*lt
invention in the same city.
net stove ln good condition for sale.
conveyance
may
notifiy
the
pastor.
*
t°
8HALL
farm
ln
Owl's
Head
for
sale.
I Mr and Mrs. Robert Reed and
KARL JOHNSON. Union, Me.. R FD 1,
Joseph H. (White and family left
Chicken Fritters
Enquire AT PREMISES or TEL 527 M Box 102____________________ ___________ 27 11.
pn, and IMrs B. C. Reed of IPort- Says It Was Dr. Follett in the Who Flourished In Neighbor- Will Open Eighth Summer Saturday
27-29
by
car
for
Coulee
Dam,
One-half
cup
fat,
’
A
cup
flour,
4
Ind were week-end guests of Miss
AIR WAY vacuum cleaner and at
Farwell Opera House
ing Towns During the
Season at Lincolnville
Wash., where IMr White has em- cups milk, 1 teaspoon salt, 14 teaMOVrNG out of town, all household tachments for sale Price $10.00 MRS.
| race Simmons
ployment
furniture
for
sale
Immediately;
62
LAROY BROWN. 12 Summer St. Tel
Orchestra
,
Early Nineties
June 30 .
I Josiah Poland, 71, died Sunday at
27*28
Mrs. Mary Kennedy of Los currv powder, 1 tablespoon minced SUMMER ST_____________________ 27-28 fe-WK.
lie home of his son, Stanley Po
Angeles,
and
son,
Roy
Kennedy,
parsley,
1
small
onion,
minced,
1
112-PIE3E bone china dinner set
STATIONARY ENGINES
Representative business concerns Miss Gladys B Russell. Executive
ind, after an illness of four years, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
just discharged from the IIS. Navy, cup sliced mushrooms, 1 cup finely
gold band for sale.
Used very CATERPILLAR stationary Diesel En
lewas born, in Loudville. son of EdIf correspondent Mrs. O. G. Cuddy of Thomaston, as they appear in Secretary of the Bangor YWCA, is are guests this month of Mr. and cut celery, 2 tablespoons fat, 3 cups with
little. Call at 48 MASONTC ST after gines for portable mills, etc. Exclu
Jard and Eliza (Elwell) Poland and writing from New Haven, in her George F. Bacon's booklet publshed to continue in her position as di Mrs. Frank Calderwood, and other cubed chicken.
6 p. m.
_____________ 27*28 sive Maine Distributors — SOUTHWORTH Maine's Finest Machine Shop.
lad been a resident of Friendship letter dated March 21, is referring in 1832, were;
OAK
laths,
blrcl*
runners, ballast 30 Warren Ave., Portland, Maine Tel
Melt fat in a saucepan and stir in
rector of Camp Tanglewood and will relatives.
l>r 20 years. He is survived by two to the orchestra known for four
strips
and
cover
cleats
for
lobster
Thomaston Savings Bank; Levi be assisted by Miss Barbara E Me
1st Lt. Elton Rich arrived Sunday flour. Gradually add milk and sea- traps. V L PACKARD, 45 Granite St..
_____________________
(A)
liughters, Mrs. Orlando Fossett of years as the "Farwell Opera House Seavey,
from
Germany
to
spend
a
45-day
sonings
and
cook,
stirring
constantmen
’
s
furnishings;
Burgess,
JUST ln from Portland, a lot of
City.
27
28
|ound Pond and Mrs. Elmer Osier Orchestra” I know (not think) that O’Brien & Co., lime and grcceries; Neil of Orono.
I
Summer coats and dresses.
Winter
furlough with his family. Lt. Rich ly, until thickened and smooth. Add
Naw (Harbor; one son, Stanley she has made a mistake in her Dunn & Elliot, shipbuilders and
Miss McNeil, who is a junior at has been overseas since a year ago parseley and mix well. Saute RECONDITIONED mantel and wall coats at a bargain; men's' shoes and
clocks for sale. Just right for camp women's and men’s suits; some fur
loland one brother, Thomas Po memory.
sailmakers; G. I. Robinson Drug the University of Maine, and t last 'November. He is now a teacher onion, mushrooms and celery in 2 or cottage Specially priced at $3 and niture. Come and see them; 12 MYR
ind of Round Pond; and two sisDr. Austin did not play in that Co.; Thomaston National Bank; sociology major, will also be Di ln. Warrior Academy, Germany, tablespoons of fat uptil tender but up GENES CLOCK & WATCH SHOP. TLE ST Open March 31 at 9 a m.
I rs, Mrs. Ellsworth Osier of New orchestra, but Dr. Follett, also a
258 Main Sit
27*lt _________ __________
.
26*33
Harness Store.
rector of Programs and Counselor Mrs. Bernice Robbins of Hope, is not browned. Add chicken and mix
I arbor and Mrs. Helen Carter ot dentist, played cornet there. As I Knox
WHITE kitchen range, black kitchen
SMALL
dry
hard
wood
for
sale,
substituting for Mrs. Rich who is well. Pour half the cream sauce
Levi
Morse, photographer; E.
loudville; and two grandchildren,, for four years was the trap drummer Walsh, crockery and wooden ware; of Training at the Camp which is a teacher at Uhion High School.
stove size, $11 50 per load, about range, for sale, and cabinet heater all
into a greased oblong pan and cover sawed
one cord. ED COFFIN
Tel 843 22 ln good condition A. JOHNSON. Union
lervices were held last Tuesday at in that orchestra under Prof. Delos
entering
its
eighth
season.
Mrs Lizzie Hawes is guest of Mer with the chicken mixture, being after 5 p. m.
•
27-28 ________________________
27*28
llanders funeral home, Rev. J. C. W. Clark, I am in a position to M. W. Cullen, grcceries; Masters &
groceries; A. O. Tobie,
Great effort has been made to ob daughter, Mrs. Frederick Tibbutt, of careful not to spread the chicken to
FUR jacket, size 12. In very good
1940 CONVERTTBIiE five passenger
|ollind officiating. Interment was know my brother the late Luther Starrett,
the edge of the pan. Cover with coupe for sale ln good condition G. condition, reasonable price.
wheelwright; W. L. Catland, livery tain the finest counselor service Orono.
tet
*
»
Village Cemetery, Friendship.
A. Clark was most of that time the stable; Thomaston Laundry; Red available, and several of the staff
26*27
remaining white sauce and chill A JOHNSON. Union.
27*28 953-W.
Miss
Ruth
McKinley
spent
last
I The Senior class presented a clarinetist there succeeding Chester man Bros., men’s furnishings; P. M. have been Drought here from other week-end as guest of her sister, Miss overnight. Cut into squares or
STATIONARY saw tables $27; tracTWELVE-FOOT skiff for sale, good
iree-act play Friday, entitled, Raekliffe.
saw tables for John Deere tractor
Studley,
provisions;
J. A. Creighton states. Melissa Jones, the head of Betty McKinley, at Mt. Holyoke rounds and dip into a frying batter. condition. MRS LOU UPHAM. Rock tor
Vever Say Die” The cast was:
27*28 with saw and belt $45; saw arbors with
Other members at times were & Co., lime and groceries.
the Midlene Unit, a group composed College. Betty spent this week as Fry in hot fat until browned. Makes port. Tel. Camden 644.
bearigs, pulley and fly wheel $12.50;
sper Mank, Mary Waltz, Arlene Ha.iy N. Walker, trombonist, Addie
BLUEBEkRY farm for sale in Apple- 30 ln. circular saws $10; also other
Bunker Bros., blacksmithing; J. of girls between 9 and 12 years of guest of Miss Mary Wagner at approximately 30 to 36 fritters.
|ennedy, James Currie, William Gale, pianist, John Johnson, bari Thomas
ton, containing 350 acres, one-third sizes. Can we help with a DeLaval
upholsterer; B. H. age, comes from Guilford, Conn, Berwyn, Penn,.
Sour Cream Potato Salad
ls standing hard wood and a lot of nice Milker or separator? 'W. S PILLSBURY
filler, Marion Hilt, Ruth Johnson. tone. Joseph Emery was trap drum Simmons,Bartlett,
where she is employed as a teacher,
Miss Madolyn Hawes spent last
blacksmithing;
Frank
S.
Four
diced cooked potatoes, 1 pine which will bring top prices. A &
SON, Waterville.
26-27
Iloria Monahan, Donald Eugley, mer for a short time. William Cushing,
Reason for
Washburn Another out-of-sta ter Evelyn Smith week as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al tablespcon minced onion, •% tea real buv for someone
The
DANA
A
SHERER
farm
ln
Rock

lildred Benner, Dorothy Spear, Marston was the performer on the Bros. & Co.,provisions;
poor health. HARRY F STFW
shipbuilders and ma who will be Arts and Craft Director fred Morris, Waltham, Mass
spoon celery seed, IM teaspoons salt, selling
ART. Union. Tel. 36-4
27*30 ville. 60 A land, modern house, large
faurice Haskell and John Osier. A "bullflddle”. I probably have omit rine railway; W. E. Vinal, dry goods; is a student at Milton College in
Mrs. Marcellus Cunningham was 1-3 teaspoon pepper,
barn, double garage. Also hay, hay ted
cup (liced HOUSE lots for sale. TEL 767-J
puquet of carnations was pre- ted several part time members of Thomas A. Carr, insurance.
der. spring-tooth harrow and cultiva
Milton, Wis.
guest last week )at home of Mr and cucumber, (4 cup diced celery 3
26-29
>nted to the coach. IMrs. Virginia the orchestra, but I think that Mrs.
tor, all for one horse. Tnqulre of MRS.
The head of the Fidget Unit Mrs. John tCunningham. Mr. and hard-cooked eggs, lti cups thick
James Overlock, lumber;; H. W.
D A SHERER
Tel. 352-5.
26*27
lluzroll. •
Cuddy will agree that the cornet Putnam, house and ship painter; children, between 6 and 8 years, will Mrs. Cunningham spent the week sour cream, 14 cup cooked dressing
COTTAGE at Owl's Head for sale, 6
1 Jeanette M. Genthner, 16, died player was Dr. Follett, not Dr.
| T. B. Brcwn & Co. druggists; The : be Mrs. Lyle Jenness of Orono end with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cun or mayonnaise, ti cup vinegar, 1
WANTED
rooms, oceanside, beautiful view. tet.
Iriday at Miles Memorial Hospital. Austin, although her article did not People’s Cash Store (C. C. Morton); This will be her third year in that ningham in Bath.
teaspoon prepared mustard.
ROCKLAND 913.
26-27
Ihe was the daughter of Carol state the instrument played by the
position
Her assistant will be
Combine
potatoes,
onion, celery COOPERS wanted. Apply Atlantic
T.
S.
Andrews,
groceries;
E.
R.
WOODT
jOT, for sale, 35 acres mixed
lienthner of this town and Mrs. latter. Those were certainly days Bumps, jewelry and optician; G. O. Laura Moulton of Sebago, Maine.
seed, salt, pepper, cucumber and Cooperage Co., Rockport, next to post- wood, ln Cushing; also 5-burner, black
WASHINGTON
lerna Archibald of Ooffstown, when a musician could find plenty Andrews, tailor; Edwin C. Rollins,
and white oil stove, with built-in.
The Waterfront Director at the
celery
and toss lightly together. office or write BOX 334. Rockport.
Joan
TEL WARRHN 39-11.
26 27
J. IH., and wa.s a junior in, High work, and more pleasure in band blacksmithing.
Marion Christianson and
27*28 oven
camp, which is located Sn the picSeparate
whites
from
yolks
of
ccok
Ichool where she was a member of and orchestra work.
TWO
fumed
oak
rockers,
leather
Pme ed'^g^ "chop" white/“and "add'to I WANT to buy alarm clocks, any
Burton & Williams, monumental tureque Camden Hills area in Lin- Christianson, received
m.
lie band and basketball team. She
It is possible, but I am not sure work; W. M. Cook, dry goods; i colnville, will be Evelyn Foster of Saturday on the jSpotlight
salad. Mash egg yolks and blend make, type or condition. Clocks or seats, foi sale PHONE 675 after 6 p.
26-27
’ches can be turned Into cash at
las also a member of Progressive of this, that of the regular long time Hinckley & Webber, hardware; J. Bangor. Joan Smith of Westbrook Youth program. They sang a
SOUJ. cream
dressing and wa
258
PEANUT roaster and peanut heater
lirange Survivors are her grand- j members of this organization, I may S. Linekin, groceries; Henry B. College in, Westbrook, Maine, is to Western song and played their own vin€gar
mustard. Add to pota- GENE'S CLOCK & WATCH SHOP.27*lt
for sale, can be used with regular gas
larents, Mr. and Mrs. Burton Hn- .be the only surviving member I Shaw, provisions; Knox Hotel, W. K. be the Business Secretary of the accompaniment on the guitar. toes an(j tQSS together lightly. Allow Main St.
27-lt
TRICYCLES bought, sold, repaired, or bottle gas. TEL. 464-M.
hn and Mr and Mrs. Harry Cun- know’ of one or two who played short Bickford, proprietor; W. J. Jameson, camp.
They are the daughters of Mr. and
fOr 15
30 minutes before painted; baby carriage tires replaced.
FIVE old ice and salt ice cream
|ingham. Services were held Tues- times there but I cannot remember dentist.
Counselors will be Barbara Tope Mrs. Waldo Christianson, formerly servjng on crisp salad greens. Serves RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St., cabinets for sale, suitable for farm milk
City.
27*T 33 coolers. Will sell for $2 each. GEN
lay from the residence in Winslows any of these now living but my
i of Bucknell University and Carol of this town, now residing in g to 8.
hills, Rev. George R. Price officia- friend Joseph Emery of the First
Old Firms In Warren
WRITER
wants
secluded
old ERAL ICE CREAM CORP , phone 477,
____________
Carpenter of Tufts College. The Revere, Mass.
26-27
house.
All
cash.
Write
NORMAN
H. or call at 631 Main St., City.
ng.
Studley & Gould, dry goods,; Junior Aids are: Betty Ann Mayo
National Bank of Rockland.
Miss Hazel Creamer was a visitor Grover Cleveland rejected an ap- KAHL. The Washington Star, Wash

HORSES for sale. One team weighs
Gleason Young, fuel; Erastus Far of Quincy, Mass.; Lois Marie Cook Sunday at the home of Mr. and
in 1893 t0 have Hawaii an- ington, D. C.
A. Jay See.
27*30 3300 and one team 2800 LORING W.
rington, harnesses; George F. Hal of Lincoln; Elaine Brown, Roberta Mrs. Elmer Creamer
Union. March 27.
nexed
by
the
United
States.
SALESGIRL wanted Should be able BENNETT, 19 Wlllo<w street, City. 25-28
TO-NIGHT
lowell. groceries; A. M. Wether'oee Patrick. Priscilla Hays, and Ruth
Ernest Wellman and fiancee,
to do bookkeeping. Apply MANHAT
COTTAGE lots of Norton Pond, LlnCity. colnvllle for sale; also 16-acre pine and
druggist; E. R. Kelleran, horse Tinker, all of ,Bangor.
Miss Margaret Stover of Grafton, i jn 1S,14 the united States placed TAN JEWELERS. 376 Main St , 27
28
TOMORROW AIRIGHT
spruce
lumber lot in Lincolnville. Ad
shoer; H. W. Vanghan, boots, shoes
The food staff will consist of Mrs. Mass., were week-end guests at Mr. an embargo on. potatoes from all
DepenJahfe
dress P. O. BOX 498. Lincolnville
WARREN
SALESGIRLS
wanted
In
ready-toand
dresses;
Hctel
Warren,
Joseph
Elsie
Nickerson
of
Lincolnville,
and Mrs. Alton Wellmans. They countries to prevent the importa- wear depar. ment. Must have good Center, Maine.
25*28
4Z/-VIGITABLI
Bisbee proprietor.
Mrs. Beatrice Greenleaf from Man also called on Mr. and Mrs. Estern tion of powdery scab
A A Z\ Z\
LAXATIVE
personality,
neat
appeararice.
good
1933
FORD
V-8
for
sale
Good
runZ\
C
,
$ puktip
chester, N H., and Mrs. Winston Wellman.
'----------------------------salary. No previous experience neces nlng condition. TEL. 704.
26*27
And In Waldoboro
sary. Write "READY-TO-WEAR" care
AIL’NA L. STARRETT
Miss Lurlie Davis and Mrs. Addie
Connor of Brewer.
ROUND table, four ohalrs drop leaf
.. W. H. Levensaler & Co., clothiers;
The Courier-Gazette.
27 28
»***
Camp will open, this year on June Storer are improving in health.
table, sideboard, set green glass dishes.
Correspondent
^Dus Distress ef ‘PERIODIC’
George Bliss, books and stationery; 30 land there will be four two-week
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholi
ter,
7 Dailey St., Camden. TEL. 2401. 25-28
The Victory girls sponsored a
ftftftft
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEMM. M. Richards & Co., clothing; periods with the closing date Aug dance
SPEED boat, 25 ft. marine transmis
the
Grange
Thursday
at
INO.
19
Birch
St
Tel
212W
10-T
tf
AMERICAN EMPLOYERS’ INS. CO.
Richards Bros., hardware; Everett 25
Tel 40
sion. Have plenty of fun for $250
110 Milk Street, Boston. Mass.
hall.
POSITION as housekeeper wanted. BENJ A GLOVSKY. 10 Grace St.
Farrington, attorney; Mrs. S. E
For several Summers Tanglewood
A baseball game was played Sun
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1945
TEL 1215-M.
26*27 Rockland. Tel. 603-W
25-27
Genthner,
milliner; James P. Boyd, has welcomed girls who were eager day
Make you feel
at
Elmer
Creamer
’
s
field,
young
locks and Bonds.
$21,243.490 17
GIRL
or
woman
wanted
for
general
POUR-FOOT
hardwood
edgings,
for
Schools
will
continue
in
session
iron and brass foundry; G. W. to have the experience of living,
I uh in Office and Bank,
1.965.207 79
housework 2 adults. $25 week, to live sale, delivered ln Camden. Rockport.
and
old
participating.
This
sport
“
A
Wreck
”
on
such
days?
April
15-19,
in
order
to
make
up
the
Rowe, tailor; T. F. Turner & Co., working, and playing 'with groups
emlums ln course of col
ln; 6 Talbot Ave. TEL. 1285
27 It Rockland and Thomaston, $12 50 per
If you suffer monthly cramps with
will be enjoyed every Sunfiay dur
lection,
1.846.542 86 week lost in, February, due to druggists; E. V. Philbrook, boots and
oad. about l'/2 cords. ED COFFIN. Tel
accompanying
tired,
nervous,
SALESPEOP
LE
and
bookkeepers
of
girlsi
n,
th
beautiful
Camden
ing the Summer months.
literest and Rents.
65.417 25 traveling conditions after the heavy shoes; Austin W. York, boots and
853-22 after 5 p. m.
__________ 26*30
cranky
feelings
—
due
to
functional
wanted
at
SENTER
CRANE
’
S
26
28
1 1 other Assets,
hills. Camp Tanglewood. which
335.120 85 snow
Mr. and (Mrs. Ernest (Hunt and
Patriot’s Day will be a shoes.
periodic disturbances — try Lydia
DOUBLE
tenememnt
house with
WILL saw wood by cord. GEORGE
succeeded Camp Sorrento, has dad
of Union were icallers Sun
Five days also
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
J Gross Assets,
$25,455,778 92 school holiday.
CARROLL, Philbrick Ave Tel. 338 WK lights, flush, and acre of land, for sale
W. S. Winslow, men's furnish a steady growth and has contribu- children
In
day at the home of Mr. and (Mrs.
to relieve such symptoms. Taken
pduct Item- not admtt26*29 at 4 Mechanic St., Thomaston
have (been lost at other times so ings; Miss Clara S. Gay, milliner;
quire at 283 Limerock St., or TEL.
ter to the happiness and well-being Sidney Kirkpatrick.
1 »ed,
231.837 52 schools will keep until June 14. in
thruout the month — Pinkham’s
WOOD
choppers
wanted
to
chop
J. T. Gay, grocer; Frank Achorn, of hundreds of girls.
1134-M.______
27*28
Compound helps build up resis
Mr and Mrs. Linwood Wilson
pulpwood. Camps available. LORING
gljist mill; Everett Trowbridge,
| Admitted.
$25,223,941 40 order to make up those days.
tance against such distress I
CAR
motors.
Plymouth,
1934;
GrahamTanglwood
is
a
unit
camp
pro

W
BENNETT
19
Willow
street.
City.
and three children were guests
Raymond B. Steward who has grocer; C. S. Soule, wool carding;
LIABILITIES. DEC 31 1945
25 28 Paige. 1931; Hudson, ^S- SO; Continen
viding leadership, equipment, and Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
tal,. Chevrolet, all 6cyl.; also large 4 cyl.
l;t Unpaid Losses,
$9 703,831 00 been elected superintendent of the Gardner J. Nash, harnesses; O. S.
A
pre-war
doll
carriage
wanted.
Will high tendon magneto.
program
suitable
to
various
age
Write POST
Creamer. Mr. Wilson is engaged in
5,460.224 57 Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick Head, clothing; Dr. M. L. Palmer,
pearned Premiums,
pay
reasonable
price.
TEL
588-J.
OFFICE BOX 17. Stonington.
24 29
TO LET
groups. Each unit has its own chopping wood for Mr. Creamer. $
pluntary Reserve,
3.897,158 25 and Kennebunkport School Union,
25*27
dentist;
Edward
M.
Wight,
photo

1 other Liabilities,
1.662 727 58
councilors, cabin, unit recreational Phil Cameron is assisting.
WAITING FOR THESE?
was
principal
of
Warren
High
grapher; Riverside Hotel, Charles lodge, water system with flush
I WANT to buy old gold color pic
I ish Capital,
1.000.000.00
Just received a shipment of Oil, Phil,
Mrs. George Jorves has been in R?OM 10 *et at
union st. TEL. ture and mirror frames In good con and City Gas Combinations, Coal and
lirplus over all Liabilities, 3,500,000 00 school lrom 1922 to 1923.
A. Jackson, proprietor.
,
970-M
♦
27tf
toilets,
and
both
indoor
and
out

dition,
alao
antique
furniture,
glass
Ayer, Mass., to be near her husband'
A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter,
Wood. Combinations, with either Phil
china), etc.
Highest prices paid; 25 or City Gas. Kitchen Ranges for wood
htal Liabilities and Surdoor fireplaces.
sln#e
At North Waldoboro
O.EJ5.. will be held Friday. Com
who is to undergo an operation at SMALL sin
^ house to let, 2 rooms,
years
of
fair
dealing.
Let
me
know
I plus.
$25 223.941 40
25tf
or coal. Cabinet Phil or City Gas
Units are based on age and school Fort Devens.
Clipper Mills Company, lumber;
refreshments, Mrs.
what you have to sell. CARL E.FREE Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White
25 T 29 mittees are:
Miss Barbara Grinnell is a surei- u. F’UB.NISHED rooms to let suitable for MAN, Glen Cove. Tel. 103 .
25tf
Emma Norwood, Miss Frances West T. Burnheimer, groceries; grade. They are—fidgets, 6-8 years
Sinks, Porcelain Tops, with the water
Miss uarDara orinnen is a surgi- tiedroom and living room apartment,
BRANCH NORWICH UNION FIRE Spear, Mrs Evelyn Robinson, and Joseph Burnheimer, variety store; (made up of effbin families); mid cal patient at Knox Hospital.
spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters,
RUBBISH
and
ashes
removed
ln
also
single
bedrooms,
all
adjoin
bath
INS. SOCIETY, LTD.
Plenty of
Miss Tena McCallum; entertain W. R. Walter, Lumber; John dlers—9 12 years; and seniors—13Mrs. Delia Moore, Mrs Sidney
preferred. Available AprU l. Thomaston; weekly cotllection. rea large and medium sizes.
Norwich, England
Nlckle Stove Pipe,
sonable rates. TEL 66-3, Thomaston. Chromium or
17
years.
Burnheimer,
groceries.
ment, Miss Christine Starrett and
Kirkpatrick.. Mrs. Gertrude WellP m at 48 Ma6°nlM.S27
ASSETS DEC 31. 1945
24*28 Collars, and Elbows. New Fluorescent
The camp covers 50 acres of man
Lamps and new Four-Cover Camp
and
Mrs.
Evelyn
Sidelinger
re1
r
—
j
—
—
:
---------—
>al Estate,
$ 175.000 00 Miss Virginia Starrett
PAINTING,
papering
whitening
and Stoves.
ROOMS with board to let at WEBThe Woman’s Slub will be guest and the presentation of several of wooded hills, located two miles off cently metx at Mrs, Qreamer's to bers
lock- and Bonds,
6 340.534 93
rNN. Thomaston
24*27 plaster work done; also furniture re
White Enamel Hot Plates, three
even a country road and with our
|ish in Office and Bank.
461.214 40 Wednesday’ of the Newcastle-Dam
— pairing. G A. GALLOP, room 3, neats. Bath tubs, white porcelain,
his compositions, vocally and in- own excellent private road winding work on a quilt top. A light repast
Rents’ Balances.
419.575 42
American
House,
City.
Tel.
1322-MK
built to sit on the floor, latest de
aatn/wit « *
I terest and Rents.
44.963 39 ariscotta Woman s Club. The guest strumentally. Because of this meet thorugh the birch and evergreen was served. Miss Dorothy Ripley
25*28 signs.
New floor lamps with threeII other Assets,
243.434 17 Club -will present the Ethelbert ing. the usual Thursday meeting of
way switches. New Seegar white ena
country to the 45 buildings that
Nevin program, consisting of a the local Club will be omitted.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Estern
Wellman
and
________
_
iuy
mel electric commercial refrigerators,
house our family of campers. The
Gross Assets.
$7,684,722.31 paper on the life (of the composer,
32-ft. capacity.
|“duct items not admitted
.33.200 35
atmosphere of friendiness and com Mrs. Dorothy Powell were recent FREE! if excess acid causes you
Prize “Winning Orators
Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place
visitors
in
Augusta.
pains
of
Stomach
UlceTS,
Indigestion,
your oil barrel anywhere, and the
| Admitted,
$7,651,521 96
Frances Wren, daughter of Mr. panionship of girls and leaders, the
Heartburn, Belching. Bloating. Nausea,
The
Sailio
brothers
recently
pump does the rest, and plenty of
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1945
and Mrs. Chester Wren, and mem sympathetic understanding, camp bought a tractor from Edward Oae Pains, get free sample UDGA. at
those Etna OU Burners for your
CORNER
DRUG
STORE
__________
16»30
spirit
and
the
peace
of
Tanglewood
|‘t Unpaid Losses,
$1.355 860 69
for
Well
L.ocaled
and
ber of class 1946, was winner of
Kitchen Ranges for $28 95, sent any
Weaver
and
Elric
Peabody.
make
the
spirit
of
joyous
living
a
I learned Premiums.
4.046 040 58
where on receipt of check
IF you want to make an appoint
first prize in the High School prize
ment
for
Tuesdays
or
Saturdays,
tele

II other Liabilities,
795.223 95
In the near future I will have a new
Reasonably Priced Prop
speaking contest, held Thursday at thing of lasting importance.
ish Capital
Many parts of the dense forests of phone ln advance during noon hour
500.000 00
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Quebec Paradise
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To understand why the Province
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
------------ jof Oquossoc; a brother, Chester of
of
Quebec should remain the most
Ralph Knowlton, who recently Rockland; a half-sister, Mrs Ida
Rockland citizens are standing
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period In 1921.
completed his boot training at the May Fastard of Auburn; a grand- squarely behind their Price Control
remarkable fishing range on the
jlaval Training Station at Bain-1 child, Cleo N. Sheilds of VinalhaNorth American continent is a
bridee, Md., and has been, passing a ven, and one great-grandchild Miss Board In their efforts to hold living
simple matter after all.
The Judge Pike house on Camden Roy Lenfest. a daughter.
short leave with his parents, Mr. | Lauretta Anne Shields of Vinal- cost down to the minimum. This
In the first place, one must take
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street was bought by Maude E.
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a
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plete charge of the Rockland Motor
T. Conley were elected selectmen at reach the expanse of Hudson Bay.
ber home on Lane s Island. Supper J months.
Mart.
Panel for the observance of "Price*
au Haut.
served and a pleasant evening Services were held at the Craig- Control for Prosperity Week” start
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The Court House employes Isle
Ex-iSenator
Frederick S. Walls, wilderness of Labrador and , en
enjoyed with sewing and knitting, | Gesner Memorial in Belfast on ing next Monday. Several local or
"chipped up” and bought a cord of former department
commander of compass the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
• Mrs Florence Erickson of Spring- ! Friday afternoon. Rev. Frederick ganizations are planning programs
firewood for the Salvation Army.
the Maine Grand Army, died at where are situated the famed
fijjc Mass., announces the engage-j D. Hayes of the First Church offl- to support this campaign which ls
Mike Armata was laid up with Vinalhaven.
ment of her daughter, Alice, to Pfc. j ciatine. Interment will be in the j uniting the people in their fight
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firm of E. S. Paul & Co. Lewiston. Copeland 209 to 198. Among the it borders on four American states,
mouth. Mass
Howard A. Keyo, Information ExMrs Violet Baum of Belmont has al’O.1^v^nlbe.rLand psmond ®unk* ecutive of the Maine OPA, spoke
Universalist Church raised $6700 other officers elected were: Wil namely: New York. Vermont, New
been passing a few days at her *r’ J^^n Ames Florence Bearce. Monday afternoon before the Rockwith
its "Every Member Cam liam J. Tobey, Edward P. Keating, Hampshire and Maine.
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a"X‘ Lena Young
land League of Women Voters at a
Charles A. Creighton, selectman;
The vast territory of the Province
former home here.
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home
on Spring street, aged 75 Earle Wilson, clerk; Charts W. of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.
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was served, and the evening passed A.iison Wilson in Port Clyde,
sparetime
is taken up with shovel ald
probably the real man, of mystery gan to appear on the estate, among versalist Church.
Beverage, Thomas Lawson,
Claude L. Allen, Jr., new head- i
Drive
ling
snow.
Five
foot
drifts
line
the
with cards.
H. S. Cole sold his house on Tra
Beulah
and Lyford Ames. All at
to the townsfolk,
them was the goodly sized hennery.
master of Hebron Academy, and;
------driveway at the home of Division
, ^enTr^uSt ldof herB°untn Mrs* 1 Charles Dwyer of Hebron spent [ A final report on the 1945 Knox
Mr. Campbell s first visit to our surrounded by its covey of small verse street to O. M. Biokmore of Manager H. P. Blodgett, and with tended the Ice Follies
ti
aunt, Mrs. Wednegday w.th Roscop Hupper.! County War Chest drive for $21,- town was a few years prior to the pens and chicken coops. The hog North Waldoboro.
Lighting engineer R B. McFar
high winds we have been en
It was 72 above in Rockland the
land is working extensively on
ftankHn Hopkins of Camden
r°mripn Felix Burton was also guest at 000, has been sent in. to State war when he and Mrs Campbell house, goose house, blacksmith shop
joying
this
month,
one
no
more
"h"".eSXr-hh Mrc
Mrs. Hopwhile
were guests at “Bridgeside.” He hothouse boat house, well house March 21.
Hnn- oiuuce
wiuic Mr.■ Hupper
nuppci was h^quane^ „ Bengoe recently by were
than gets a path shovelled and turns street lighting in, the Eastern Di
Rockland High School class parts around
was
blessed
with
a
fine
bearing
and
e
tc„
go
to
make
up
the
list
Countv
Chairman
Percy
R.
Keller
it has to ibe shovelled vision, and figures the ibest time to
kins at nhe home of her parents, »n town.
The sound of the hammer and were announced—Cleveland Sleeper, again. than
-----------------and Treasurer Harold Davis of excellent personality and was, f
Oh,
well, Spring is just [ make tests is in the evening, which
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Arey.
saw were heard all over the place Jr., historian; Phyllis Moran, poem; around the corner, and alreadv is certainly the practical way to
For the first nine years of its Camden, and shows a total of $14,- should say, about 45 years old.
If Frank Marvin Colson
At about the time of the outbreak which now, as viewed from the ad- Daphne Winslow, ode; Louis Bosse,
existence. the U. S. Coast Guard 036 raised, or approximately 70% of
many of the employes have sent for approach the matter, but is cer
of the first World War he bought a jacent cove, took on the appearance marshal.
Frank Marvin Colson, 77, of was the only Navy the United States quota
their garden seeds, planning bigger tainly making a night owl out of
Mac.
Only two Knox County towns ex cottage located near Lane’s Island of a small village, white buildings James F. Tuttle, 79, Civil War and better gardens for 1946.
Brooks, died Wednesday after • a could boast.
A new Ingersoll-Rand air com
ceeded their quotas, Camden rais Bridge and became a year round with bronze green trimmings. Many veteran, died at his home in South
Division accountant A. J. Murray
pressor has arrived at the service
ing $3,712.16, with a $3,600 quota; citizen. He took an active interest Of the buildings had weathervanes Thomaston.
and
wife
had
a
very
pleasant
trip
The Heber Ulmer house on to Chicago this month, visiting son, building for use by the line depart
and Rockport going over its $1,000 in local affairs and was held in the which designated the purpose for
For Your Added Enjoyment
quota by raising $1,113.84. Hope highest esteem and respect by the which they were used. The one on Holmes street was bought by John Stanley, at the University of Chi ment. This is something they have
the stable was a golden horse, on E. Sullivan.
was next with $226, representing townsfolk
NEW WILD FLOWER BOOKLET—Profusely illustrated with 68
cago, where Stanley has been carry needed for a long time, and is
Miss Madeline Bird, a Senior at ing on !his duties for the Govern greatly appreciated by the crews.
75%
of
its
$300
quota
raised;
Thom

natural color photographs of native Wild Flowers. Write for your
Although he conducted himself the barn a cow, etc.
The Rockland service department
Laborers were kept busy digging University of Maine, was elected ment in connection with the atom
aston, with $1,455.13 towards its $2,- very much in the same manner of
copy of this beautiful and colorful booklet today. Send 10c. (stamps
has installed a new “flash cooler”
ditches,
razing old buildings or to Phi Kappa Phi, the honorary bomb.
or coin) for each copy or $1.00 per dozen to Salada Tea Co.,
C00 tjuota, and North Haven with the ordinary citizen there was
Box 41, l'55 Berkeley Street, Boston 16, Mass.
$292.15 of its $400 quota, tied for something about the man that lent constructing roads. Tons and tons scholastic society.
Almon (N. .Young recently dis butflt at J. A. Jameson’s store in
George E. Gillchrest was elected charged from the armed forces, has Rockland, the only one of its kind
fourth place in the county with 73% an air of mystery and romance to of stones were taken from the fields
each. Towns raising 60% or more his personality. When engaged in »nd garden spots and hauled away city marshal.
Jioned the Central Maine family, around these parts, we believe, and
• * * •
it is the very latest type of commer
of their quotas were: Cushing, conversation he sometimes would to the dump or used in road conin the transmission depart cial
The marriage for this period was: working
refrigeration.
$197.85 (66%); Warren, $623.80 mention his business but to all in.- struction.
ment.
He
is
getting
his
training
in
Rockland. March 19, Willard Waterville at the present. He is the
Ex-serviceman Carl Spear re
(63%); Owls Head. $246 (62%); quiries as to what his business
Flower gardens ln full bloom soon,
and Union. $448.25 ( 60%).
might consist he invariably made adorned many of the spots which Wentworth of Appleton and Clara son of division line foreman Almon turns to work in the meter depart
Rockland raised $4,746.16, 46% of an evasive answer.
had formerly been unused pasture Hall of Hope. • • « «
M Young of eastern division, and ment very soon now. Carl was dis
its quota of $8500. Vinalhaven,
Just where the report started it land and the winding road which
his wife Helen is Clerk in the Rock charged Peb. 20. from Devens, has
The following births were re land
placed next with $328 25 or 55%.
Is hard to tell, but it soon became lay between the upper and lower
office. However, we expect to gotten relocated in IRockland, and
Totals raised in other Knox the general belief that Mr. Camp houses was skirted on both sides by corded:
lose
Helen
as soon as her husband Central Maine has fixed him up
Rockland, March 18, to Mr. and is permanently
County towns were: Washington, bell was a member of the U. S. Se- a rustic fence made of unstripped
located. She will with a much needed range and
$53 15; South Thomaston, $69.75, cret Service. Perhaps I am some- spruce poles which, during the Sum Mrs. John M. Richardson, a son— join the "housewife’’ division then. heater. Carl is certainly glad to be
Gordon Abbott.
St. George, $228.75; Friendship, what presumptive but I believe that mer, were laden with roses,
At the line safety group meeting back with his family, and Central
North Haven, March 5, to Mr. and Bernard E. Jameson was elected Maine friends, and we’re glad to
$270.42; and Appleton, $23.
this came to be the conviction, of
The gutters on each side of the
practically everybody in town at road were paved with small flat Mrs. Herbert Parsons a daughter. chairman, John LaCross vice-chair have you, Carl.
North Haven, March 9. to Mr. man and A. M. Young secretary.
that time and a great many still re- cobblestones, hand picked from the
tain the opinion that he was ln rough shore of Hurricane Island and Mrs. Herbert Parsons, a daugh At the combined safety group meet
GLEN COVE
some way connected with that de- These stones, chosen because of ter.
ing of IRockland district held, E.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Moore
North
Haven,
March
9,
to
Mr.
and
partment of the Federal Govern- their shape and size, were formerly
Russell Richardson, meter reader, passed several days in Boston
ment.
the granite chips from the Booth Mrs. William Cooper, a son.
was elected chairman; Thomas S. recently.
Torrington,
Conn.,
March
23,
to
The
report gained credence Bros, and Hurricane Isle Granite
Lawson, inventory clerk, as viceThomas Farley and family have
through the man*s habit of going to Co.’s stone cutting yard, but after Mr. and Mrs. Earle Huke, a son.
chairman and John Dalton, serv moved to School street, Rockport.
Union,
March
24
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the post-office late in the evening having been buffeted and mauled by
iceman, as secretary.
many times near midnight, where old ocean, for a period of years, were William C. Gleason, a daughter—
Our cashier, Aimee Karl, is reRead Ttoe Courier-Gazette
he might toe seen, depositing nu- converted into smooth oval cobble- Eleanor Lou.
Camden. March 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
merous official looking envelopes, stones with rounded edges
Shortly after the war’s ending he
Now. ordinarily, all this activity Milton B. Knowlton, a daughter.
Rockland, March 26, to Mr. and
sold his home, left town, and we and enterprise connected with the
saw him no more.
Herrmann, place would have been Mrs. J. N. Hamilton, a son.
Friendship, March 22, to Mr. and
Aside from that which I have gladly welcomed by the townspeomentioned there was nothing that Pie and taken as a matter of course Mrs. Frank Wincapaw, a daughter.
JOHN H. MILLER, Owner
Friendship, March 20, to Mr.
But the years 1917-18 were not
approached the spectacular in, Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dwight
Stanley
of
Mon

Campbell’s actions during his stay ordinary times. Our country was at
here except, as I have said, the air war with Germany, our boys dying hegan, a sen.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Thomaston, March 22. to Mr. and
of mystery that hovered over him on the fields of battle, and here was
and which yet, down through the an enemy alien in our midst spend Mrs. V. L. Beckett, a son.
Rockland, March 29, to Mr. and
years, persistently and tenaciously ing money with a lavish hand and
SALES AND SERVICE
clings to the memory of the man. —well our people, many of them, Mrs. H. J. Philbrook, a daughter—
However, if it were left to me to began looking askance at the Herr Dorothy.
A CAR FOR EVERY NEED,
Bangor, March 28, to Mr. and
pass judgment the verdict would be mann place and to ask. "Why?”
Mrs. John W. Glover, a son—
(To be continued)
that Mr, Campbell was merely a
FOR EVERY POCKETBOOK,
John W.
’’fine upstanding gentleman” admi
FOR EVERY DESIRE!
Brunswick, March 6, to Mr. and
rably minding his own business,
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
Service!
Style!
Beanty!
Smart!
Safe! Dependable!
Mrs.
John
J.
Padbury,
a
son.
whatever that may have been, but
A. A. Orne and M P. Orne of
Waldoboro, March 22, to Mr. and
I am quite sure that nobody in Vi—ALSO—
alhaven, even to this day, ever South Warren recently motored to Mrs. Charles C. Bowers, a daughter
Falmouth
to
attend
the
funeral
of
—
Maxine
Alberta.
succeeded in finding out just what Fred Sergeant.
FORD 100H.P. TRUCKS
Appleton, March 28, to Mr. and
his particular calling was
Mrs.
Mary
Jameson
of
Rockland
Mrs.
Robie
B
Robbins,
a
son.
Franz Herrmann, like Peter
Campbell, jnade his first appear- was, guest Sunday at A. G. JameLiberty, March 24. to Mr. and
DESIGNED FOR EVERY TYPE OF USE AND REQUIREMENT
Mrs. Jesse Flanders, a son.
ance here as a Summer visitor.
son’s.
PICKUPS
TONNERS
DUMP TRUCKS
Burkettville, March — to Mr. and
For several seasons he spent his Mrs. Walter Townsend and Miss
Summers here as a boarder but in Pauline Cameron of Boothbay were Mrs. Maynard Robbins, a son.
LONG WHEELBASE UNITS
SCHOOL BUSES
the year 1916 he bought the Elisha callers Wednesday at A. A. Orne s.
Rockland, March 27, to Mr. and
10 WHEEL—HEAVY DUTY UNITS—10 WHE^L
Roberts estate at Robert’s Harbor,
Charles Jameson was in White- Mrs. Maynard Gray, a daughter.
Swan's Island, March — to Mr.
so called, and on which he imine- field Sunday on business.
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
and Mrs. Burleigh Staples, a daugh
diately began, making extensive re-----------------PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY
pairs and improvements.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette ter.
Glen Cove, March 16, to Mr. and
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
OIL
Mrs. Edward Hayes, a daughter—
Ethel Mary.
ALL SIZES OF TIRES AND TUBES
Rockiand, March 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Bums, a daughter.
Warren, March 15, to Mr. and
Have
How Is
FOR A REAL LUBRICATION JOB
Mrs. Edmund Oxton, a daughter.
Juicy-ripe pineapples —crushed,
You
—
VISIT
—
Your
Liberty, March 5, to Mr. and Mrs.

2S YEARS AGO
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INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

SALADA’

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

blended and frozen with rich, golden
cream! Refreshing! Delicious! Don’t
miss this April Special. And remember:
S«o/tesl is th» Mtnw of Quality in Ice Cream.

FISH AND CHIPS

ICE CREAM
Look for the Sealtest tign on the door

GENERAL ICECREAM CORPORATION •

1(M« taibc 6»(Ui«m

Villos* »()»•. «*rnas lack Haler. 1 hiUMlar*. 9.JO p.

UIINSLOUJ S _
POTATO CHIPS ..-'sticks

STRAWBERRY
PLANTS
Ma.
Sowtar

world s
r'UMIR ■ 9 popular, or Cast Mastodon

... 100 plants, very special $3.50.1
pay postage on cash orders,or sentC.O.D jdus
charges. Sent at proper planting time. Send
back for full refund if not satis&rd.
for
prompt action. 2 hardy Cushion Mums, $1.00
value Order now. MMCt W. MMl MttttlY.

FRCC

Dept. 4WB, Bleoaiia|t*A, 0... CUp this,

S‘
A
I
N

S

Waldoboro Garage Station
UNION ST., COR. PARK ROCKLANDl
PROTCCT YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW
YOU’LL SAVE IN THE END

B
A
T
T
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R
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study at the Aviation Machinist

THOMASTON
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 113-3

Mrs Frank Crute. Jr., was guest
Tuesday of Mrs. Kendall Orff in
Cushing.
Charles Pullen is a surgical pa
tient at Kncx Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Konelick
returned home Wednesday night
after a short visit to New Bedford,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Beattie
and children William and Paul ^f
Worcester. Mass , are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. William Robertson. They
were called here by the death of
Mr. Beattie’s mother, Mrs. Gilbert
Beattie of Rockland.
Fred L. Andrews of Denver. Coyo.,
and Harris Shaw of Boston were
recent guests of Mrs. Henry Shaw.
Willis J. Spear, Cox., returned
Wednesday to Chase Field. Beeville,
Texas, after spending a few days
leave with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Spear.
Mrs. Mary Felt is ill at her home
on Beechwoods street.
Raymond Robinson, who has been
ln France for 18 months, has been
honorably discharbed from the
Army and is at the home of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robin
son.
Lawrence Chapman has received
discharge from the>Navy and is at
liis home on Gleason street.
Mrs. Oscar Williams, who fell
and fractured her ankle Sunday and
was taken to Knox Hospitalfl re
turned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Richard Ellis and son Rich
ard of Quincy. Mass., are guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Libby.
The Girl Scouts celebrated their
fOth birthday Tuesday afternoon in
their rooms at Watts hall. The
troop was formed March 31. 1926,
with Mrs. Richard O. Elliot as lead
er. The party opened with a flag
ceremony, singing "The Star Span
gled Banner. The leader, Mrs. Rob
ert Mayo, spoke on the 20th birth
day of troop one. They greeted 14
new members. Mrs. Mayo also
speke a few’ words to the troop com
mittee consisting of Mrs. Hazel
Young, chairman, Mrs. Eleanor
Clark treasurer, Mrs. Bernice
Knights, Mrs. Charlotte Williams
nnd Mrs. Alice Glidden. There were
two birthday cakes. Etch member
of the troop committee was given a
candle to place cn her birthdaycake. The three oldest girls ac
cording to their membership. Gay
Stetson, a six-year Scout, Margaret
Mayo, five-year, and Frences Lunt,
four-year were given candles to
pla~e on the cake. Mrs. Young,
chairman, spoke to the leader Mrs.
Mayo and the assistant leader Mrs.
Isabelle Shields, also presented
candles. Mrs. Oscar Langer, leader
for many years at Belfast, was
guest. This day was also the 20th
birthday of the Belfast Girl
fSeouts. The two oldest girls, Mar
garet Mavo and Frances Lunt lit
the candles after which they all
joined hands and made a silent
wish for the Troop. Mrs. Young
read a poem which included the
work of the troop since its begin
ning. Four patrcl leaders, served
refreshments — Margaret Mayo,
Joyce Collins, Eleanor Glidden and
Roberta Mayo.
Mrs. Theodore Clukey and Mrs.
Stella Stone were visitors Tuesday
in Portland.
Mrs. Karl Stetson, who has been
a patient at Kr.ox Hospital, re
turned home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Simpson are
<»ceupying Mrs Dolliver’s house on
Erin, street.
George F. Tillson. Sic, who re
cently graduated from the Naval
Aviation Teclmician Training Cen
ter at Jacksonville, Fla., has gone
to Memphis, Tenn., for further

~
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Questions Asked

Mate School.
The fire department was called to
the Asa Curtis home at Cushing With Reference To the Pro
Sunday noon. The house was com
pletely burned, but the other build
posed Rotary Traffic
ings were saved.
Plan
Mayflower “Temple, P. S , wili
meet Friday night at 7.30. Follow
The Rotary traffic plan still is the
ing the business session, there will
be an April Fool Party and refresh main topic of conversation along
ments will be served
the streets, but, like the weather,
iMrs. Earle Woodcock and Mrs- no one seems Inclined to do any
Forest Grafton and daughter Joan thing about it. Opponents are loud
visited Saturday in Portland.
ln their opinions of it and. if there
Mrs. Elbridge Grafton and daugh
ter Deborah have gone to Perth are supporters, they are shouting
their opinions in a whisper.
‘Amboy. N. J., for two weeks’ visit.
Bernard Clark, Sllc, has recently Listed within this article are
arrived in California from Japan. questions which most everyone is
The Contract Club met Friday asking, but which no one will pub
afternoon with Mrs. Fred Overlock lish over his own name for fear he
at her home on Main, street. Miss will be pointed out as the leader
Adelle Morse won highest score and of the opposition. They have ex
Mrs William Boynton second. The pressed wishes that Councilor Mc
Club will meet next Friday with Loon would answer these questions
Mrs. Overlock.
in order that they may have a
Miss Mary Luce, who attends clearer
picture of the proposed
Colby College, returned to her plan.
'studies after a weeks’ vacation at
'the opposition seems to be not so
her home on Main street
much
against the possibility cf ro
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson was
tary
traffic
as the lack of informa
hostess to the Desert-bridge Club
tion
relative
to cost and possible
Friday, at her home on Water
street. Prizes went to Mrs. William benefits to the city.
T. Flint, flrst, Mrs. Robert Libby, First of all, they ask—when is
consolation an,d (Mrs. Bowdoin Graf the rotary traffic plan to be intro
ton traveling. Others present Were duced to the Council for flrst read
Mrs Ray Spear, Mrs. Edward El ing?
What area will the rotary traffic
liot and Mrs. Henry Montgomery.
Mrs James MoNeil of Ayer, Mass , plan involve? Will it extend from
Is visiting her parents, Mr. and Pleasant to Rankin streets or will
it be modified to run from Park to
Mrs. Wendall Barlow.
Lewis Stone is employed as clerk either Middle or Summer streets,
or possibly Park to Llmerock.
at the National Store.
Weymouth Grange will have a What will be the cost in addi
dinner Thursday noon at K. P. tional police officers to properly
control the flow of 1 raffle In the
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Sawyer and area?
son, Wayne of Springfield. Mass., What will be the cost of signs on
arrived Saturday to make their all intersections to properly con
trol the traffic?
home here In town.
Dana Stone is confined at his What will be the cost of addi
home with a sprained hip.
• tional traffic lights?
Do traffic records of the city show
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Chapman
are occupying the Stetson house on that the rotary traffic plan is
necessary?
Knox street.
Would proper enforcement of
Franklin Comery and Mrs. Com
present
traffic laws as covered in
ery and children, Sandra and
Franklin Burton, Jr., went Saturday the new traffic code which will go
to West Springfield. Mass., where into effect Friday, be the remedy
needed for the present traffic situa
they will make their home.
The initiation ceremony of the tion?
Would the rotary traffic plan be
National Honor Society will be
Tuesday at High School. The pro In effect the year around or only
gram will be: ” Alleluja'’ (Mozart), during the Summer months?
Would the routing of all through
Win.nifred MacFarland: procession
al; ceremony of induction, Presi trucks of over IU ton capacity over
dent, Jean Cushing; character, Union street help the traffic situa
Lawrence
Kangas;
scholarship, tion.
Ruth Snowman; leadership, Carl Gould all through trucks be rout
ton Sawyer; service, Donald Reilly ed over Broadway as is the case
administering the pledge of mem in many other cities where they
bers; Principal Horace P, Maxcey; send them along the outskirts to
‘ Because’’ (Guy d' Hardelot) Joan avoid congestion in the business
district*
Crie.
Have tests been made at junc
American Legion Auxiliary will
hold a joint meeting Wednesday at tions of Rankin and Union, Middle
7.30. Lobster stew supper will be and Union, Summer and Union, to
served, prOceded by short meeting check whether or not these corners
will accommodate large tractorcf the Legion at 6.45.
Neil C. Libby, AOM2c. who has trailer trucks; or even the normal
been on a dheckdown cruise at /South flow of traific?
America cn the carrier F.D.R., is
Would fire apparatus be forced
spending an eight-day leave with to run against traffic on streets in
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy cluded in the rotary plan, in order
Libby, Meadow road.
to reach a fire in the shortest time
Mr. and Mrs E. C. Price of West possible. Would this if necessary,
Roxbuiy were week-end guests of present a hazard to the public?
Miss Margaret Young.
Will Union street accommodate
Orient Lodge, F.A.M., will halve a one way traffic and still allow park
stated communication with work ing on one side of the street, espe
and balloting tonight at 7.30.
cially in the area opposite the pub
The Baptist Junior Choir held a lic library?
symposium on the "Life and Works Would the rotary traffic tend to
of Martin Luther’’ during the open, confuse people from out of towm
ing exercises Sunday at Sunday who come in for shopping and would
School.
The participants were they be given courtesy traffic viola
Joyce Collins. Joan Young, Rae tion tickets instead of summons,
Clark, Audrey Young. Jean Wil when they did violate the laws of
liams, Sally Morse, Louise Spear, the newr plan?
Jeanene Spaulding, Warren, Whit
Wculd parking be permitted on
ney, Carol Morse, Sumner Ward cne or two sides of Main street in
and Arthur Strout. The choir held line with the curb, or Would diago
a supper and game social Monday, nal parking on one side be per
and invited guests made up a party mitted?
of 22 Mrs. Bion Whitney. Mrs.
If and when the ordinance pro
Willis Spear, Mrs. Grace M. Strout, posing rotary traffic is presented
and Miss Velma Buxton were and finally given public hearing,
housekeepers. Dr H. W. Flagg di will the council be governed by
rected the games.
public sentiment on the matter?

Clarence Merrifield
Well Known Grain Merchant
Found Dead Beside His
Radio
Clarence H. Merrifield, 79, was
found dead in his home, 332 Pleas
ant street, about 430 p. m. yseterday by his niece Miss Neva Chase
As far as can be determined, he
has been dead since sometime Sun
day. having died as he was seated
close to his radio to which he was
listening.
Medical Examiner, Dr. Charles
D North contributed death to
natural causes.
Investigation was made by the
police department and the body re
moved to the Russell Funeral Home
Services will be held from there at
a time to be determined as soon as
his son arrives in, the city.
Mr. Merrtfield is a former em
ploye of the Rockland Grain Com
pany for which he worked many
years, being previously with the
Knox County Grain, Company and
Leslie N. Littlehale for a period of
some 40 years.
He was for a number of years
foreman of American Hook & Lad
der Company.

Employment Service
Looal Office, Working 40
Hours a Week, Closes
Saturdays
Paul E. Jones, state director of
the United States Employment
Service, announces that all of the
State’s 15 employment cffices are
on a 49-hour-per-week basis, in
accord with a recent Department
of Labor order affecting 1700 USES
offices throughout the country.
The USES offices will be open
from 8 o'clock in the morning to 5
o’clock in the afterncon, five days
each week, Monday through Friday,
Jones said All offices will close
every Saturday, beginning April 6
Immediately after V-J Day the
employment offices were cut from a
46-hour wartime work-week to 44
hours, remaining open Saturday
forenoons. The new order cancels
the Saturday morning business
hours.
Offices of the Maine Unemploy
ment Compensation Commission,
housed in employment service
offices, have been on a 5-day week
for several months, being closed
Saturday mornings. This practice
will continue, according to L. C.
Fortier, chairman of the Maine Un
employment Compensation Com
mission.

Good For Rockland!
Far Exceeded Its Quota In
Red Cross War Fund
Drive
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
IRockland has greatly exceeded its
quota for the 1946 Red Cross Fund.
Being asked for $4700, the people of
Rockland have donated more than
$6,000.
Reports at the final meeting of
the Canvass Committee at Hotel
Rockland, Friday, showed $5,106, in
the bank, and $1,000 cash on hand.
The following committee mem
bers were present: Mrs. Oliver
Holden,, ward 7 Mrs. Ardrey Orff,
ward 6; Sam Savitt, business dis
trict; Mrs. Basil H. Stinson, ward
4; Mrs, Putnam Bicknell, ward 3:
Mrs. Ernest K. Crie, ward 2; Mrs.
Ethel Colburn ward 2; Mrs. Shir
ley Harvey, Ingraham's Hill; Mrs,
William S. Butman, Ingrahams
Hill: Henry Marsh, industrial; K
A. Rice, chairman.
Tlie committee thanks the people
of Rockland for noble generosity
Keryn ap Rice.

GRATING HORSE RADISH

ASSESSORS' NOTICE
How II Used To Bring the Tears—
The Assessors of the Town of Thom
Not So, Mr. Cain’s
aston hereby give notice to all person*
liable to taxation tn said Town. that,
t-tiev wiu be ln session at Assessors’
Years and years ago, wise New
office, Witts Block, tn said Town, on
tbe fourth, fifth and sixth days England housewives used horse-rad
ish as a Spring appetizer.. . and how
of April, from six p m. to nine p m.
for the purpo-e of receiving Msts of the they wept over the unpleasant- task
■ polls and estates taxable in said town. of grating fresh horse-radish, a
All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors fibrous root that's many times more
true and perfect lists of their polls pungent than cnion!
and all their estates, real and per
Today, smart meal planners still
sonal. not by law exempt from taxa
tion. which they were possessed of. or make use of the zestful taste ap
which they held as guardian, executor, peal horse-radish gives fresh greens,
administrator, trustee or otherwise on meats, and fish dishes, but they buy
the flrst day of April. 1946 and be pre
pared to make oath to the truth of their horse-radish already prepared.
tlie same
Perk up your family's Tagging appe
When estates of persons deceased tites with tangy Cain’s Horse-radish
have been divided (hiring the past year,
or have changed hands from any cause, or Cain's Horse-Radish with Beets.
the executor, administrator, or other
Take a good cooking tip from
gersons Interested, are hereby warned Grandmother's time but take ad
t > give notice of such change, and la
default of such notice will be held un vantage of its modern version and
der -the law to pay the tax assessed buy Cain's Prepared Horse-Radish
although such estate has been whoily at your favorite market cr grecery
distributed and paid over.
Any person who neglects to comply store.
with this notice will be DOOMED to a
tax according to the laws of the State, Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
slid be barred of the right to make ap
$3.00 a year
plication to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such lists
with his application and satisfies them
that he was unable to offer lt at the
time hereby appointed.
Relieved in S minute* ef dauEle year menef bark
BOWDOIN L OR AFTON
When excaaa atumarh acid causes painful, auflocatGEORGE E GILbCHREBT.
ln« gas. sour stomach and heartburn, doctor! uiuallj
rrastrlba the fajte.xt-actlng medicines known tor
WI LIJAM T. FLINT
aymi-tomittr relief—medicines like those to Bell ani
Assessors of Thomaston Tablets.
No laiatire. Bell-ana brings comfort ln a
I»ate posted. March 25. 1946.
26-27 IjITj ur ratu
ra bottle to ua for double moneg back. Jic.

Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.
Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

A completely equipped Photographic Service

that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
TEL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Les Murray of Rockland has gone
to Bangor for a few weeks' training
before stepping into the Rockland
rink again. He hopes upon his re
turn to be prepared to fight the
welter weight champion of the
State. He will train with such boys
as Bobby and Johnnie Campbell of
Brewer and several other tepnotchers, he feels he is not yet in
top shape for the way he wishes to
meet under the new management

CAMDEN
MISS HBLHN M. RIOH
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

ROCKPORT

<■

Fishermen With Radio Tele
phones, May Take Them
April 16 and 18

E

A

CHAMPNEY

Cor responde n t

ZN, XX

Tel. 2229

Tel. 2314

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Goodman
have a son. Dale Kermit, born Sun
day at Community Hospital.
Mis. Hamilton Hall will entertain
the Friends-in-Council Tuesday at
“Red Chimneys’’. Mrs. Brampton
Parker will be the reader.
Frank Morrow has been a patient
at Community Hospital.
A new organization, the ‘‘Gra-Y
Girls" was started Tuesday at the
Y.M.C-A. This has a membership of
girls between the ages of nine and
twelve. These officers were elected:
President, Caroline Talbot; vice
president, Marjorie Crabtree; secre
tary, Jessie Barton; and treasurer.
Beverly Arau. Meetings will be
Monday afternoons, after school.
Mrs. Harold Pendleton of Isles
boro is a surgical patient at Com
munity Hospital.
Tickets are on sale for the Hi^h
School Senior Class play to be pre
sented April 12. The play “The
Fighting Littles” is adapted from
the book by that name of Booth
Tarkington. Reserved seats will be
checked April 10.
Capt. Arthur Wagner left Wed
nesday for the South to bring back a
yacht.
Miss Nellie ,Ames will visit her
brother, Leslie this week-end at the
Lovell General Hospital in Fort
Devens, Mass., where he is a surgical
patient.
Leroy and John Reardon of Calais
were guests this week cf their aunt,
Mrs. Harold Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Roper are
parents of a son, iPeter, bom Mon
day at the Community Hospital.
The High School Class of 1942
will hold a reunion at the Y.MCA.
Friday at 7.30 o'clock. Husbands
and wives of members are also in
vited.
Mrs. John Wadsworth has re
ceived word that her grandson,
Walter Wadsworth, stationed at
Rio Haiti, Panama, has been pro
moted to Corporal.
Miss Betty Miller, secretary to
Capt Frank Swift, spent last week
in New York.
Seaside Club of O.E.S. will hold
a public card party at the Masonlo
Hall Thursday night.
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will
meet Friday with a picnic supper at
6 o clock. This meeting also will be
in observance of the 41st anni
versary of that organization.
The CjCJH. Club will toe enter
tained Thursday by Mrs. W. L.
Dickens at Wadsworth Inn.
At the Grange Whist party last
Saturday evening Albert Hoffses re
ceived first prize; Mrs. Lillian Pomroy, the second; and Mrs. Clara
French, the consolation. There
will be anqther party Saturday.
Mrs. Betty Foxwell was in Bos
ton last week to attend the meeting
of New England Chambers of
Commerce Secretaries.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Elmore are
on, a motor trip through the south
ern states.
The Methodist WS CS. will meet
in the vestry April 3 for an all-day
“tacking,” Picnic luncheon, will be
served at noon.
The Freeman,-Herrick Auxiliary
will meet at KP. hall Wednesday
with supper at 6 30 o’clock. Mrs.

HOUSEOF THE MONTH CLUB

Maine fishermen whose boats are
equipped with radio telephones may
Charles Marston has bought a
take examinations for operators’ house on Bay (View street, Camden
licenses in Banger and Portland and is moving there with his
April 16 and April 18. respectively. family.
Sea’ and Shore Fisheries Commis
Mrs. Viola (Spear was called to
sioner Richard E. Reed said rha- he New York Monday by the death ot
had received notice of the examina her mother
tion from the Federal Communica
Miss Mary Doucette of Lewiston
tions Commission.
is spending a vacation at her home
Reed said that he had received here
complaints from fishermen that it
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam,
was necessary for them to go to are in Boston, for a short stay.
Boston to obtain their permits. He
John J. Ruebeck. manager of the
further stated that his Department Atlantic Cooperage
Company's
was trying to make arrangements plant, has bought the Bowden
for examinations to be held in this house on Sea street.
State at more frequent periods than
Mr. and Mrs. Charlse Carver,
the present schedule of twice a year West street had as dinner guests
The Portland and Bangor ex I Sunday. Mrs. Julia Carey. Chester
aminations will be held at the Post Carey of Gardiner, and Mr. and
Offlee building, Civil Service Ex Mrs. Herbert Crockett and son,amining room in each city.
Charles.
Reed said that those who wish to 1 Miss Marion Weidman enterappear for examination must first ' tained the DAR Monday after
obtain an application form by writ noon.
ing to the Inspector in charge, Fed
The fourth quarterly conference
eral Communication Commission. i will be held at the Methodist
Customhouse, Boston, Mass., or to j Church (Wednesday, at 7 p. m. Rev.
his department at Boothbay Harbor. H S. Aldrich, district superinten
dent. will have charge of the imeetMargaret Wooster and Mrs. Callie I ing.
The G. W. Club will be enter
Thompson are the committee.
tained Thursday afternoon at Mrs.
Eight Grass Fires
Edith Bennett's. Camden.
y
Camden persons are reminded
Tlie Johnson Society will meet
this week to apply to the Fire De Wednesday with Miss Marion Weldpartment for a permit before nam man
ing over lawns or fields. During
Miss' Helen IHupper of Tenant'*
the past week the Fire Department Harbor, was week-end guest of Mis;.
has been called eight times to put Corolee Wilson. West street.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples
out fires which have threatened to
get out of control, and several spent the Week-end with Langdon
hundreds of dollars worth of dam Crockett and family, South Port
age has been caused to buildings land.
Miss (Helen Lowell is a patient at
here, which have caught from
grass fires. Due to the extremely Knox Hospital.
Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. S.,
dry weather of the last few weeks,
the fire hazard is even greater than will meet tonight with to practice
usual this Spring, it is said. Tlie meeting following.
disastrous fire in, Hope last week is
also believed to have started from
a grass fire. The building occupied
by 'Alonzo Richardson and family
were reported a total loss, with pa
rents and 11 children left homeless.
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ROCKPORT TAX NOTICE

Famous For Nil
Fifty Ycl

Until further notice the Rockport Tax Collector

and Treasurer will be at the Selectmen's Office on
Tuesday and Friday afternoons and all day Saturday.

WALTER E. CARROLL
Treasurer and Collector

27-28

Here’s Heat
Insurance for
Next Winter

Something Pleasingly Different

An open
with the p|

Presented by

perforatior

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION

defined dc|

NEW SPRING OFFER
10 CHOICE VARIETIES
Per Dozen Plants $1.00

432 MAIN S

ORDER GROWING PLANTS NOW to insure a glorious display
of bright colored flowers in your yard this year.
HOLLYHOCKS. Very fine strain with
’ large, bright, showy flowers ...................... $1.00 per doz plants
MIXED DELPHINIUMS. Our selection
sturdy plants, true perennials
$1.00 per doz plants

PRIMROSES.

46

Gorgeous fragrant yellow

flower for border and rock gardens ....... $1.00 per doz plants
SHASTA DAISIES. Huge white flowers
with yellow centers ...................................... $1.00 per doz plants
GENUINE KELWAYS ENGLISH MAR
GUERITES. Fine for cutting and for
background effects ............................... . ...... $1.00 per doz plants

THE

QOBB5|

SWEET WIVELSFIELD. Various colors.
Similar to Sweet William, but having

I

longer blooming season .............................. $1.00
LEOPARD FLOWERS.
Our delightful
new Blackberry Lily. Brilliant Orangered blooms. Excellent for drying for
winter bouquets ................... -..................... $1.00
B.ABY’S BREATH. Dainty white flowers
much used for bouquets ......................
$1.00
LINUM. Grows 2 ft. high. Dainty sky blue
flowers on graceful arching stems. Some
times called “flowering evergreen’’ ....... $1.00
MOUNTAIN PHLOX. Very sweet scented
purple spikes 2 to 3 ft. Blooms pro
fusely during June and July
$1.00
Please add 20 cents per doz. plants for packing

CAVE1 1 O
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Tlie Dobbs,, untying all the
salient qualifications of 20th Cen
tury desires of livability, bows in
tribute to the classic simplicity,
quiet dignity and economy of quam,t
Cape Cod architecture. As a re
nowned authority on this particular
type of design, Architect Royal Bar
ry Wills has created this home as an
exclusive design of Monthly Small
House Club. In.c. of New York for
nation-wide presentation as the
current House-of-the-Month.
Its sweeping exterior is of painted
wide siding with stained roof
shingles and matching shutters.
An attached garage, set back from
the main section, forms a pleasant
break in the line of the roof and
combines in a distinctive wing
effect.
Decorative shutters frame the
charmnig doorway to the front
foyer which has a guest closet ap
propriately located. The inner wall
of the living room is unusually
decorative with its fireplace, builtin w’ood storage space and recessed
cupboard. The kitchen, set backto-back with the bath for reasons of
economy, has its own, service entry
and is accessible from both the din
ing and living room. The dining
room, with double exposure, opens
onto an attractive porch overlook
ing the rear garden. Th*is porch
may be used for outdoor meals in
the Summer months and also serves
as a covered entry from the rear of
the garage. Two cross ventilated
and generous sized bedrooms form
the right portion of Tlie Dobbs.
Each has a large closet in addition
to a handy storage space located
between the two rooms. Built-in
linen shelves are an attractive
feature of the bath, which is con
venient to all rooms of the house.
Allowing for future family expan
sion. two bedrooms and possibly an
extra bath may be converted from
the large unfinished attic with its
stairway located directly off the
front entry. To increase the liva
bility of this area, such a conver
sion would necessitate the addition
of one or more dormers. However,
if additional rooms are not required
at the present time you will find the
attic an ideal put-away and storage
space for this clutter proof dwelling
Measuring forty-eight and a half
feet on the street side and extending
to a depth of almost thirty-nine
feet. The IDobbs nestles within an
area of 2,094 square feet, or appro
ximately 16,000 cubic feet.
This 'truly comfortable one story
five room house with expansion at
tic has been designed to conform
with the rigid standards and con
struction, requiremtns of the FHA.
The Dobbs is now being featured
at the Rockland Loan and (Building
Association. Colored sketches of
Architect Wills’ rendering, together
with complete floor plans, are avail
able to prospective home builders.
Blueprints and complete specifica
tions with alternates also wait your
inspection. For those who prefer
other styles of architecture, similar
material is available for many
former House-of-the-Month.

Operators’ Licenses

Perennial Flower Plants

Acid Indigestion

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

_

House Of The Month

Tuesday-Fri(

per doz plants

As soon as you sign your new Mobilheat contract,

your Mobilheat supplier takes over your fuel oil

per doz plants

problems — makes all necessary arrangements to

•9• « ■

Your Mobilheat contract gives
you all these plus services:
automatic delivery to save
you the bother of constantly
checking your oil supply and
re-ordering . . . free tips on re
ducing heat loss to cut fuel
bi Ils... clean Mobilheat which

/ h t Tt Ht
per doz plants
and postage

s A ft A G t

t

•O O » l» A-

0•CC*
» Kt • "SI *C

BY ORDERING ALL
10 VARIETIES

burns completely to- deliver
high heat . . . friendly service
from reliable, trained drivers.
Why be satisfied merely with
fuel oil when you can get
Complete Service! See your
Mobilheat supplier about a
contract now.

*
Li» • V »

ft » • • O O *A

-- -- -- --

mailer)

L UL L
■

Rose Dawns are the new

Silver pink flowers which we have shipped to over a half million
homes during the past two years.
Plants will be shipped when weather conditions are ideal for
transplanting. Order should be mailed immediately.
Offer good for few days only. Send Cash check or money order to

CLARK GARDNER
ROUTE 1, BOX 354

fa

IT’S OIL HEAT AT ITS BEST!

per doz plants

q£

this week.

/

assure you a winter of solid comfort.

per doz plants

Wc will ship one doz. each of the ten varieties
postpaid
listed above, a total of 10 doz. well rooted flower
plants, for $4.85. We will pay all postage and
packing expense on this special ten dozen shipment. Regular price $10.00. Our Spring Sale
Price. 10 dez„ 130 hardy flower plants, delivered
Perennial plants will be very scarce later this Spring. You will
be wise to order yours at these special prices, today.

FIVE ROSE DAWN
PLANTS ADDED
If order for ten doz. plants

1946-47 Mobilheat Contract Now
Ready for Your Signature!

OSAGE, IOWA

SOCONY-VACUUM HtATtMG OIL
Please note the story in detail adjacent concerning the
Plan and this month's beaut If o!. convenient and Inexpensive
“•'HL DOBBS" Fer details contact—

Rockland Loan & Building Association
16 SCHOOL STREET.

ROCKLAND

PHONE 430

Helen Oh
SOCONYVACUUM
OIL CO, INC,
IN “INFORMATION PLEASE

MONDAY EVENINGS, 9:30. LS.T.-I

GILBLF
375 MAIN STI

/-Friday

*

1*

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 2, 1946

Lady Knox Chapter

)RT

Social Matters

IJ’NEY
Idcnt

Methebesec Club will hold its an
nual meeting and banquet at Ho
tel Rockland on Friday at 6.30 p. m.
Officers will be elected and commit
tee reports will be heard at this
meeting. The speaker will be Mrs.
Ellen Hempstead and her subject
wiil be, “Vacationland.”
Wilbur
Senter will show pictures taken in
Maine.
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Opportunity Class meets Thurs
day night at home of Mrs. Marian
Lindsey, Laurel street.

Ihe marriage of Dorothy Sylves
ter and Milton E. Robarts will take
place Sunday at 4 o’clock in the
First Baptist Church, Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald cfflciating
A. H. Newbert Association meets
Friday night at Masonic Temple.
The housekeepers are: Millie Thom,1-, Grace Rollins, Ruth Pendleton,
and Caroline Stewart. Members
bring dishes, butter, beano prizes.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown*have
arrived home from St Petersburg,
Fla., where they spent the Winter.

will be enterternoon at Mrs.
den
tf
Iciety will meer
U Marion Weld

Miss Betty Benner, daughter of
^.li and Mrs. Ernest Benner, enters
Thayer Hospital in Waterville this
week fcr a surgical operation.

er of Tenant'*
id guest of Mis.
st street
Russell Staples
with Langdon
y, South Port

Supt. A. F. McAlary returned
heme from Knox Hospital yesterday,
convalescing from an attack of
pneumonia.

is a patient at
ipter, O E. S.,
irith a practice

Joseph Adams, who has been
spending a portion of the Winter
in Florida, has returned home well
pleased with his vacation there.

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Send Five Questions, $1.00 and
Stamped Envelope to

REV. RUTH MATHIAS
12 Third St., Bangor, Maine.
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DANIELS’
DIAMONDS
Collector
Office on
[Saturday.

Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

Its Spring Concert

Entertained
In Rockport Admirable Program By the
Monday—E. Carl Moran
Rubinstein Club Delights
Guest Speaker
the Hearers

T>r. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman
Miss Marion Weidman of Rock
ha e returned from their Florida port entertained Lady Knox Chap
soj turn, in the course of which they
saw several of the major league ter D.A R. at her home Monday.
Mrs H. P. Blodgett reported hav
baseball teams in action.
ing received 22 memberships for
N rs. J. Dcnald Coughlin and admission to 'Montpelier'’ for the
dii ;hter Anna have returned from 1946 season, as she is D.A.R. Chair
Ba gor, w’here they were called by man for the Knox Memorial As
thi Illness and death of their aunt sociation which has care of the up
Mi s A. Louise Adams.
keep of the mansion,. Other mem
berships are earnestly solicited.
Jarold Bunker of Matinicus went
A brief review, of this Association
to Boston yesterday for medical will appear in the forthcoming
tre .tment.
“History of Maine D A R.” which is
soon to be printed and made ready
Browne Club will meet Thursday for sale to all interested persons.
night with Mrs. Ralph Brown, 01 This book will contain vital infor
Rankin street.
mation in regard to the Maine So
ciety Daughters of the American
Miss Ruth Spear, a Junior at Revolution since its organization in
Gorham Teachers’ College, left by 1898
plane Friday to spend the Spring
Dudley Holman of Quincy, Mass..
vacation with her parents, Mr. and i and Owls Head, is engaged at the
Mrs. Erwin Spear, Delray Beach, present time in compiling data for
Fla .
a r,ew booklet in re “Montpelier,”
replica of the home of Major Gen
Sonia Merle Dobbins, daughter cf eral Henry Knox, in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle F. Dobbins This book will contain new cuts of
celebrated her ninth birthday Sat the interior and a colored cut of
urday at her home on Limerock the outside when the lilacs are in
street. The children played games bloom.
and piano solos. The table was
Each D.A.R. Chapter in Maine
decorated in pink and yellow, fa- (37) received a citation from Fred
vore consisted of dressed lollypops. M. Vinson, Secretary of the Treas
Sonia received many gifts from her ury, “in appreciation of volunteer
guests who, were Leatrice Blais service in financing World War II
dell, Betty Jane Payson, Patty Pease, through sales of United States
Mary Kent, JEtetty Leachi, Mary Bonds to 85.000.000 Amercians; also
Leigh Soule, Gretchen Russell a beautiful American, flag made of
Donna Sylvester, Helen Priest, Anne airplane silk.
Savitt, Patty Griffith and Anne
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R spon
Tracy Mrs. Dobbins was assisted sored Miss Joan Hunt, of Rockland,
by Mm John MaoPherson and Mrs. and Miss Joan Carver of Rockport,
Arthur Marsh.
as candidates for the Good Citizen
ship Pilgrimage contest war bond.
A party w-as held at the Sea Scout Although the winner was a girl
Ship Red Jacket Friday night with from Pittsfield this Chapter is very
the Comrades of the Way as special proud of the two young ladies who
guests of the members. Former were selected for this outstanding
members, now in service, present honor in our community.
were Lieutenant (j.g.) Miles Sawyer,
E. Carl Moran was guest speaker,
U3MS and Cadet Horatio Cowan, his subject being "Zoning,’’—a very
Jr. of the Maine Maritime Academy. informative and interesting subject.
Those attending were, Rev. and
Mrs. Maldwyn Vaughn Parry, Dud
Miss Polly Spear, a senior at the
ley Harvey, Douglas Cooper, Milton University of Maine and Everett
Rcbarts, J. Alton Perry, Carl Gray, Spear. Jr., a Freshman returned
Warren (George, Fred George, Sunday after spending the Spring
Shcrwin 'Sleeper, Robert Gatcombe, vacation with their graadparents,
Curtis Lindsey, Earle Hayford, Clif Mr. and Mrs. Everett Spear, Broad
ford Cameron, Norma Bridges, Lois way.
Lindsey, Dorothy Sylvester, Joan
and Flora Hustus, Earlene Perry.
Mrs. Elwyn C. Fish entertained
Agnes iBrcwn, Betty Staples, Char Sunday night dinner, honoring Mrs.
lotte Cowan, Ruth Bowley and Sam Lillian Weaver who leaves for Mas
Smith. Refreshments were fur sachusetts this week. Those pres
nished by the ladies.
ent were: Mrs. Lillian Weaver. Miss
Cora E. Perry, Mrs. Annie Esancy,
Mrs. Fish and Miss Laura Fish.

An open back, closed toe style
with the popular upsweep vamp and
perforations that follow a.well
defined design. Medium heel.

Fifty-fcur years is a long time for
a musical organization to maintain
without interruption, a uniform
standard in that cultural art. A
capacity audience paid tribute to
such an organization, the Rubin
stein Club, at the club's annual
Spring concert Friday night, in the
Congregational Church.
Mrs. Maybelle Strong, pianist,
opened the program. Mrs. Strong’s
artistic temperament always domi
nates her playing, and this occa
sion was no exception, as she re
vealed the mastery of her favorite
composer, Chopin.
Mrs. Mildred Berry sang a group
of three interesting soprano songs
with truth cf tone and sensitivity
of purpose. Mrs. H. A Emmons
gave a sympathetic accompaniment.
A Rondo, arranged by the illus
trious Kreisler from a work by the
master Mozart, was chosen by MLss
Bertha Luce, violinist, and Mrs
Ruth Sanborn, pianist. In theworks
of the masters Miss Luce finds the
best expression of her art. The ar
tistic rubato rhythm, the tonal
depth of broad bowing, the sweet
cadences, all stirred the emotions
of her listeners. The orchestral
background was ably provided by
Mrs. Sanborn. The all-inclusive
task of enhancing the sclo instru
ment is more than a mere accom
paniment.
Miss Luce and Mrs. Sanborn also
presented t wo compositions by Cecil
Burleigh, who bases his works on
native American life. In the first
number the vastness of the open
spaces of the west was depicted,
featuring the idiom of Indian music.
The seccnd number painted a ma
rine picture, with excellent harmo
nies of swirling waters, by both vio
lin and piano.
Mrs. Marianne Bullard was never
heard to better advantage than in
her Biblical song group. Her ex
cellent treatment of the engaging
rhythm cf the Bohemian compo
ser, Dvorak, was admirable. Mrs.
Berry played the ingenious accom
paniments.
A Rhapsody by Liszt, was the
choice of Mrs. Edna Rollins, pianist.
The rollicking passages, as well as
the amorous phrases indigenous to
the great composer, received a fine
rendition by Mrs. Rollins.
The appearance of Douglas Perry,
baritone, home on vacation from
Oberlin College, was a delightful
surprise. The ability to maintain
an even tempo, a velvet quality of
tone, fine control of pianissimo
passages, coupled with a gracious
nature, promises him a brilliant
future. Mr. Perry was accompan
ied by Mrs. Sanborn.
Miss Margaret Simmons opened
the second half of the program with
two delightful songs, written in per
fect accord with her lyric soprano.
Listeners who enjoy this register
cf voice found delight in the call
of birds, in the gratitude to nature,
in the joy of living, as depicted in
Miss Simmons’ songs. Mrs. Net
tie Averill gave her usual artistic
and supporting accompaniment.
The last vocalist on the program
was Mrs. Agnes Witham, contralto.
Always at home with the songs of
Brahms, Mrs. Witham rendered
one of his best, “A Thought Like
Music,” with great depth of under
standing. In Brahms songs, the
pianoforte stands in the same re
lation to the voice, as in a sonata.
Mrs. Berry at the piano, maintained

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Double Feature

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

exactly that relation, consummat
ing a fine rendition.
Another
Brahms song and a Schubert num
ber completed this excellent group.
The final number on the program
was a duo by Mrs. Berry, organist,
and Mrs. Averill, pianist. Excerpts
from “Faust,” by Gounod, a happychoice. was given a masterly rendi
tion. With delicate nuances the
instruments became a glorious
unity.
In closing, the audience joined in
singing the National Anthem.
Mrs. Mary Garrett, president,
greeted the audience, and Mrs.
Beulah Ames was chairman cf the
program:
Piano Solo—
Hungar.an Rhapsody No. 8.
Liszt
Mrs. Edna Rollins
Soprano Solo—
Winds in the South,
Scott
Tu Lo Sai.
Torelll
Four LeaX Clover.
Brownell
Mrs. Mildred Berry
Violin and Plano—
Rondo, arranged by Krelaler, Mozart
(Miss Bertha Luce
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn
Contralto SoloBiblical Songs,
a. I will sing You Songs of Glad
ness,
b Hear My Prayer ,
c. Clouds and Darkness,
Dvorak
Mrs. Marianne Bullard
Piano Solo—
Ballade ln G Minor,
Chopin
Mrs. Maybelle Strong
Baritone Solo—
Duna.
McGill
Douglas Perry
Intermission
Soprano Solo—
Bird Songs at Eventide.

Coates

Take Joy Home.
Karolyn Bassett
Miss Margaret Simmo’ns
Violin and Plano—
a. Legend from Sketches,
Cecil Burleigh
b. Sailing.
Cecil Burleigh
Miss Bertha LUce
Mrs Ruth Sanborn
Contralto Solo—
A Thought Like Music,
Brahms
My Heart Is In Bloom.
Brahms
Hedge Roses.
Schubert
Mrs. Agnes Witham
Organ and Piano,
Excerpts from Opera "Faust,"
Gounod
M s. Faith G. Berry, organ
Mrs. Nettle Averill, piano
Tire Star Spangled Banner—
The audience Invited to join l'n the
singing
Accompanists
Mrs. Nettle Averill, Mrs. Faith G Berry
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. Mrs. H. A. Emmons
Ushers
Mrs. Beulah Ames. Miss Dorothy Lawry
Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. Frances Mcloon
Miss Marian Ginn
Mrs. Natalie Snow
Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis

Paqe Seven

A Big Success

The McLain P.T.A.

This And That
Was the 50-Table Card Party Hears An Address By Dr.
For School Lights—Rum
Lowe—Mrs. Leach’s Room
Has Largest Attendance
mage Sale Netted $100

By K. S. F.

The world's largest refrigerator
is located in Norfolk, Virginia, and
has a storage capacity for 39,000,000
pounds of meat—so that is where
all the meat gees. We have won
dered.
* * * *
The teacher wrote the following
lesson in grammar and asked the
class to correct it: ’’I didn’t have
no fun at the seashore.” One bey
spoke up—“Get a boy friend.”
♦ ♦ tf •

Many fine flavored dishes come
to us from the South. “Thf Think
Tank,” Mildred Se.vdell’s unique
recipes each week The following
and delightful publication, from
Atlanta, Gecrgia, has cne cr two
story speaks for itself:
♦ • * w

A red bicod corpuscle has an av
erage life of from 30 to 7 days.
• • * *
I have been told that at one period
mastodons were as thick in New
York State as deer are now.
♦ ♦ ♦

Sour Cream Small Cakes: Break
one ?gg into cup and fill with sour
cream. Turn into a mixing bowl
and beat until light. Add threefourths cup light brown sugar,
firmly packed, beating well. Sift
together I’-i cups flour,
teaspoon
salt. V2 baking soda, '•> teaspeon
baking powder and ’3 teaspoon
cinnamon. Add dry ingredients to
first mixture. Turn into buttered
muffin tins and bake at 350 deg. F.
for about 25 minutes. Makes 12
cakes.
tf tf « tf
If ycu will just think about it
Following were the Patrons and mest calamaties are the greatest op
portunity fcr virtues to step in.
Patronesses:
• tf tf »
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames, Mr. and
Gen.
“
Ike
”
has
said, ‘ It should be
Mrs. Lyfcrd Ames, Dr. and Mrs. J.
made
utterly
impossible
the
Sherman Armstrong, Mrs. A. J. general staff of Germany fcr
to ever
Bird, Mrs. Faith G. Berry, Mr. and function again They must be
shut
Mrs. Eliot Pierson Beveridge, Mr.
’
and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell. Mr. and off for all time..
* * ♦ ♦
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. Emma
During J94N Ringling Brothers
Bird, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burgess,
Dr. and Mrs. Bradford Burgess, Dr. circus elephants drank over 431,006
nad Mrs Freeman F. Brown, Jr., Mr. gallons of water as they went frem
and Mrs. (Douglas Brooks. Mrs. place to place, traveling in all about
Ruth Collemer, Mr. and Mrs. Almon 8050 miles. They also ate some
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Stafford 13.750 bushels of oats.
* ♦ * •
Congdon, Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy
Borneo
has
Malay
groups on tha
Crane. Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Crie,
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Cucinotta, Mr. coast, but in the interior there are
many warlike tribes called Dvaks,
and Mrs. Charles Cuthbertson,
Mrs. C. E. Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. whose activities probably gave rise
Lloyd Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. Sher to the fable about the wild man
man Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. Lew from Borneo. The wcr.d seems to
tribes today.
Dietz, Mrs. Katherine Derry, Mrs. be in line with these
• * * ♦
WiHiatn Ellingwood, Mr. and Mrs.
So Kathleen Norris, the distin
Charles Emery, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Ellict. Miss Alice Erskine, Mr. and guished novelist, has a new line of
Mrs. Frederick D. Farnsworth, Na work. 'She brings out a heart-stir
than A. Farwell, Dr. and Mrs. Bur ring radio drama and "Bright Hori
ton Flanders, Mrs. Frank W. Fos zon” is the name. Watch for it
ter. Mrs. Betty Foxwell, Mrs. Nettie when it comes and you will have a
Bird Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. treat I feel sure.
* * * •
Fuller,
Societies
for
the prevention of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex H. Garrett,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Goodnow, cruelty to children originated in
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Gregory. Mr. the United States.
And it was Shakespeare who said
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
Gregory,
Mrs. Nelson Glidden, Mr. and Mrs “Our content is our best having ’
« « ♦ » »—
Alan Grossman, Mrs. Dcnald Has
kell, Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jameson,
Stamps tell much of history and
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mr. are a mest interesting study and
and Mrs. Walter A. Johnson, Mr. a difficult one, too. Thousands of
and Mrs. Arthur 6. Jordan, Mr. cllectors have made big money in
and Mrs. Percy R. Keller, Rev. Fr. collections of stamps while others
Kenyon. Mrs. Stephen Lavender, not being up on the best methods
Dr. and Mrs. Oram R. Lawry, Dr of this work have failed sadly.
and Mrs. Oram Lawry, jr., Miss
Dorothy Lawry,
lott, Fied A. Sncw, Miss Mabel
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Leigh, Mr. Spring, Dr. and Mrs. Gilmore Soule,
and Mrs. Guy Lermond, Mr. and Miss Margaret Stahl. Mrs. Emily
Mrs. Seth Lew, Mr. and Mrs. Clin Stevens, Mr. and Mrs Forest Stcne,
ton Lunt, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mrs. Thcmas Sweeney. Mr. and
Lunt, Mrs. J. A. MdEvoy. Mr. and Mrs. William Talbct, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Edward C. Moran, Dt. and Alex Vardavuolis, Mr. and Mrs. Ro
Mrs. Cliarles D North, Capt. and land Ware, Mr. and Mrs. Paul ZaMrs. Keryn ap Rice, Howard E. ferioti
Rollins, Dr. and Mrs. Edwin L. ScarMr. Morse cf the Silsby Flower
Shop provided ferns and tall pussy
willows, which were arranged by
Mrs. Litsa Vardavoulis and Miss
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Dorothy Lawry.
G. M. S.

With nearly 50 tables of bridge,
and other games, the party to swell
the “Light Fund’’ for the South
End schools was very successful.
Tlie evening was perfect and the
crowd that thronged the old schoolhouse was in, a carnival mood.
Upon entering each guest was
given, a sup of paper on which their
name was written. These were
placed in a jar, and at the end of
play these names were drawn from
the jar b.v Lou Cook as master of
ceremonies and Kenneth George
doing the drawing. The donors ahd
winers of the prizes are as follows:
permanent, Al Plourde, Mrs. Flor
ence Snow; 15 pound ham, Sam
Small, Mrs. Evelyn Plourde; pocketbook. Sam Savitt, Miss Bertha
Luce; lobsters. H. W. Look, Mrs
John Thompson
haircuts. Paul
Plourde, Mrs. Florence Segal; eggs,
Louis Cash, Mrs. Vivian Harding
and Mrs. Gladys Orffs; pitcher,
anonymous, Mrs. Mildred Merrill;
cake, Francis Bellmore. Mrs. Doro
thy Dowling; shaving bowl, anony
mous, Estelle Bit let
Lou Cook in the role of auctioneer
sold two pounds of butter in almost
nothing flat. Miss Naomi Rack
liff got one pound and Miss Doris
Coltart the other.
The success of this party can be
laid entirely to Miss Thelma Brown
and Mrs. Arlene Kinney, co-chair
men, who by their untiring effort
and unbouded enthusiasm, inspired
everyone to greater effort.
To the various committees, Mrs.
Daisy Nichols as solicitor, and all
who contributed as follows: St.
Clair & Allen. A-P Super Market.
Crocketts. Woolworth. Perry Mar
ket, Luella Post, Elzada Barstow
Payson—'Mortician, High School
and to all those who donated tables
and cards go sincerest “Thanks."
A total of $112.91 goes to make bet
ter lighting in the schools possible
The Rummage Sale
The rummage sale at G A R. hall
Saturday sponsored by the South
End P.T A. netted over $100, which
goes toward making those riew
lights in the South End Schools a
reality. The success of this sale
was due largely to the efforts of
Mrs. Mildred Merrill and Mrs. Ma
rion Cash, who as co-chairman,
worked long and hard to put it
across. Thanks go to the donors
and the workers at this sale. It is
suggested that in cleaning house,
you save all the old clothes you do
not need, and notify any member
of the South End PT-A . We will
gladly arrange to pack them up.
Another sale is being planned for
the future.

At the meeting of the McLain
PTA Monday night the attendance
banner for the class having the
most parents present was credited
to Mrs. Leach’s room, with Mrs.
Paulitz' room a close second.
Final plans were made for the
rummage sale to be held in G.A.R.
hall April 6, doors opening at 9
a. m
The movie projector for which the
proceeds of the sale will be used
was demonstrated at this meeting
with the shownig of the ftlm “Civil
Government.” This film served a-s
a fitting and proper introduction, to
the address presented by Dr John
Lowe, on “National and Interna
tional Unity;’
The members were asked not to
forget April 25 the date set for the
Third District PTA. meeting to be
held at the home of Mrs. William
Talbot. Anyone interested in P.T.A
work is invited Tea will be served
At the April meeting Judge
Dwinal of Camden will be tlie
speaker, his subject. “Juvinile De
linquency.”

The Tyler P.T.A.
To Have Mother and Daugh
ter Banquet Thursday Night
April 11
The Tyler PTA. is sponsoring a
Mother and Daughter banquet to be
held at the Littlefield Memorial
vestry Thursday, April 11, at 6.30 P
m Ary mother whether a member
or not of the P.T.A. may attend
providing ihe brings with her a little
girl.
Those in charge are: House
keepers, Mrs. Hattie Lcrd, Mrs. Clara
Gray, Mrs. Blanche Shadie and Mrs
Maigaret Lord; tickets, Ernest Crie;
decorations, Lendon Jackson and
Lawrence Perry; program, Arthur
Jordan: waiters. Carl Griffith.
Ernest Crie, Lawrence Perry, Arthur
Jordan. Lendon Jackson and Carl
Mosher; clean-up committee, Carrol
Wixson, Ernest Packard, Ronald
Lord and Mellon Deshon
All reservations should be made
as soon as convenient with Mrs
Mildred Crie, Tel. 361-M, or Mrs.
Ruth Perry Tel. 1539-M.
A program will follow’ the banquet
consisting of a musical selection and
Everett Blethen will entertain with
drawings.

The George L. St. Clairs are fly
ing to St. Petersburg, Fla., to
join the Rcckland colony for a brief
stay. Upon their return they will
be accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
At the home cf Mr. and Mrs A B Allen who have been spend
Carroll, M. Wixson, Warren street, ing the Winter in St. Pete.
Thursday night there was an ob
servance of the birthdays of Law
rence H. Lord and Carroll M. Wix
son. Birthday cake made by Mrs.
Lewis B. Cucinotta
Lawrence H. Lord was one cf the
refreshment features. Games and
EXPERT PIANO TUNING
singing were enjoyed. These pres
ent were: Mr and Mrs. Ronald
Piano Technician
Lord, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Lord,
42 MAIN ST., CAMDEN, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lord, Mr.
DIAL CAMDEN 2444
and Mrs. Kendrick Dorman, Mr. and
Mrs. Carrol M. Wixson„ Ice cream
sandwiches, cake and coffee were
25-T-tf
served.

IN THE SPRINGTIME
Young Man’s Fancy Lightly Turns . .

Bin9 Crosby-Bob flop*
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You’ve tried Lentheric’s
exciting new Creme
Satinee—newest-comer to
the famous “Soft-Focus”
cosmetic group. First of
its kind ... original in its
formula ... unusual in its
use ... remarkable in its
effect!

Complete
Nothing Extra
to Fay

Cold Waving

i

>4

Mat. Wed. 3.45, Other days 2.00
Evenings from 6.S0

with

KENT TAYLOR VIRGINIA GREY
JANE ADAMS ■ MILBURN STBNE

.
1

DANNY kOfflGN • JOHN LITEl
OHtfS TOOWBRIDSi

CARTOfft

NEWS

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
2.00, 6.15, 8.30

Shows,
ONE

PICTURE

TUES.-WED., APRIL 2. 3
FREDERIC MARCH
BETTY FIELD
And Unforgetable
SKIPPY HOMEIER

HAS

TRULY CAUGHT THE

TEMPO OF OUR TIMES!

<7//£

pictum

'

Of THT MONTH''
-REDBO0M MACJUINE

make-up remover. Hands,
as well as face and throat,
benefit from its treatment.
Try a tub with this cream
soothing the “rough
spots,” and you’ll emerge
feeling a “new woman.”

from

GILBERTS' BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST

A

TEL. 142
l-T-tf

rate

cosmeucs

H. GERRISH, Manager
1404 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
26-29

THURS.-FRI., APRIL 4. 5

LEWIS MILESTONE PreWixtian

Somehow the romance and verve and sheer joy of
living that IS Spring, is reflected in the amazingly
satisfying Coats newly arrived at our shop.

See these Distinctive Garments

DANA ANDREWS
Produced and Directed by
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
GENE AUTRY

pu r

rue

Starring

pills tax

Helen Oldis Knight Has Returned To

ROCKLAND

A WALK
IN THE SUM

3% oz. jar—$1.00

$10.00

»:30. F.S.T.—I

,

. A fast and efficient

We
Specialize
in the Art
of

Lbtlheat]

PARAMOUNT^;

•gOAP ID IffoPlA

COSMETICS UNTIL...

EXCITINGLY BEAUTIFUL

—

----

YOU DON’T KNOW

PMOMF

in

“GOLD MINE IN
THE SKY”
News—Cartoon—Serial

LEWIS MILESTONE
20:i, cENWtv rox

Rn OBRIEN
RuthWARRO

STRAW 2
TIL. 893

*

»UI

Bill

MKT

HAIE BUCHANAN LflNfi

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS
16 SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND. ME.
N. B. Time to think of Fur Storage. Phone us for
prompt and adequate service.

OUR PRIDE AND JOY

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Today’s Cherubs of Knox County, Tomorrow’s
Men and Women.

(From the Office of Owen Brewster, II. S. S.)

NUMBER 13

Inasmuch as only about 30% of
the potato producers in Aroostook
County grow and ship certified seed
potatoes and also owing to the fact
of an early planting season in the
intermediate States it became evi
dent that seed potatoes needed
special consideration and priorities
if some 4000 cars were to be shipped
to the planting areas. The reponse of Col. Johnson of ODT to
have cars routed to Aroostook
County was very successful and at
the beginning of last week some
2100 cars were delivered to the
Bangor and Aroostook which may
be a record for war placements. It
was easily one of the largest de
liveries of freight cars in, the
country.
When the seed campaign opened
a week ago there were approxi
mately 5500 carloads of certified
seed potatoes to go to the planters.
During the past week a thousand
cars were shipped leaving some
3000 cars to be shipped immediately.
There may be 4400 cars yet to go
making the season one of the larg
est in Aroostook.
•
Table stock is leaving Aroostook
in a satisfactory manner, 40,819 cars
were shipped up to last week leav
ing eleven to twelve thousand cars
yet to go. (While this is a large sea
son shipment it does not compare
with the banner year of 1943 when
62,685 cars went to market Ship
ments this year, however, are above
the general average for the last ten
years excluding the all high year of
1943.
Looking ahead to next season
Aroostook farmers and farmers
throughout Maine are found to be
bitterly complaining about the lack
of potash and the potash content
in fertilizer. Discrimination was
claimed that the producers pre
ferred to ship potash on a short
haul basis for the sake of increased
profits and that on this basis Maine
was almost entirely cut off from
shipments. Failing to get a satis-

BIBLE MIESTIOnS
AN5W-CR-CD BY THC

VOICE /PROPHECY
INTERNATIONAL BIBLE
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BROAOCASTER.

Question—What’s the good of a
resurrection of the wicked if they
are already being punished?

Answer—The Bible says, “The
Lord knoweth how to deliver the
godly out of temptations, and to
reserve the unjust unto the day of
Judgment to be punished.” 2 Peter
>:#.

Q.—isn’t faith alone enough?

A.—True faith leads to obedi
ence. Faith without works is a dead
faith. (James 2:17.) Faith and
God’s commandments go together.
“Here ls the patience of the saints:
here are they that keep the com
mandments of God, and the faith of
Jesus." Revelation 14:12.
Q.—Please give the reference for
the proverb, “Never cross the bridge
until you come to it.”

A.—It’s not In the Bible. But we
do read in Matthew 6:34: “Take
therefore no thought for the mor
row: for the morrow shall take
thought for the things of Itself. Suf
ficient unto the day is the evil
thereof.”
Q.—Are there not some condi
tions that make it necessary for a
person to disobey God to make a
living?

A.—Here is a promise for you
when things may look that way:
“Therefore take no thought [that is,
no anxious thought or worry], say
ing, What shall we eat? or, What
shall we drink? or. Wherewithal
shall we be clothed? (For after all
these things do the Gentiles seek:)
for your heavenly Father knoweth
that ye have need of all these
things. But seek ye first the king
dom of God, and His righteousness:
and all these things shall be added
unto you.” Matthew 6:31-33.
Q.—Does the Bible say that the
time will come when seven women
will marry one man?

A.—You probably have reference
to Isaiah 4:1: “And in that day
seven women shall take hold of one
man, saying. We will eat our own
bread, and wear our own apparel:
only let us be called by thy name,
to take away our reproach.” It is
said that this was fulfilled when
so many men died In war. Accord
ing to the ideas of that time, it was
a reproach for a woman to be un
married. Some see in this a proph
ecy of the latter days when seven
churches (represented by wottien)
will have Christ’s name but not His
oread (doctrine), nor apparel
righteousness).
Ed. Note: Address your tfuaiions to
the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN. The
Voice of Prophecy, Box 55, Los Angeles
>.?, Calif. Bible questions of general in
terest will be answered in this column
as space >■

factory response to the problem
from the Departments the Maine
Delegation referred the matter to
the Mead Committee which imme
diately undertook an investigation
of the producing companies and
their methods of distribution The
investigation is still on.
Under the war years the War
Production Board supervised the
distribution of potash and certain
large producers offered the Maine
producers and distributors to re
turn to the allocation of potash by
the Civilian Production Admini
stration, which succeeded the War
Production (Board. The offer was
refused by the Maine producers in
order that the investigation by the
Mead Committee might be com
pleted.

'
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Searsport Record Breakers

With the close of the war many
war activities are being completed.
As the result of this completion
program the emergency shipping
port of Searsport as far as the War
Department is concerned will cease
to be. Gen. Wiley who has had
charge of the munition shipments
has advised the Maine Delegation
in Congress that Searsport proved
to be one of the most valuable, one
of the most successful and the most
efficient of all of the temporary
munition shipping depots during
the war. For over two years Sears
port has been active in outgoing
and incoming shipments of muni
tions. Some 12 officers and 100 Ar
my enlisted men have made up the
unit at Searsport. Two shifts of
100 men each have been employed
during this operation,.

; ?W

Senator And Son Admitted

Bowdoin College and the State of
Maine had their day in Court
Thursday of this week—the Su
preme Judicial Court of the United
States. It was father and son day
as well. On the motion, of Col.
Harold N. Marsh, Senator Owen
Brewster was admitted to practice
before the highest judicial tribunal
in the (United States while Justice
Harold H. Burton officiated on the
bench and Senator Brewster then
moved the admission, of his son.
Capt. Charles F. Brewster, F. A.
All four actors in this little drama
at the Supreme Court Building are
products of Maine. Bowdoin Col
lege and Harvard Law School.
Justice Burton, Senator Brewster
and Colonel Marsh were all mem
bers of Bowdoin’s Class of 1909,
while Capt Brewster, Class of
1937, roomed with Justice Burton’s
son, William S. Burton,, in the same
room their fathers had occupied at
Bowdoin 25 years before.
Capt. Brewster, now on duty with
the War Department in Washing
ton completed this month five years
of active duty with the Army. He
will go through a Separation Cen
ter May lst of this year. Following
a terminal leave at his home in
Dexter. Maine, h^ expects to re
sume the practice of law in Maine.
During three years overseas,
Capt. Brewster saw duty in three
Theaters of Operations: Southwest
Pacific, North African, and Euro
pean. Among his varied assign
ments, he served at one time as
Trial Judge Advocate for a Gen
eral Court Mart al, thus acquiring
valuable experience for his legal
career.
On the occasion of his admission
to practice law before the bar of
the Supreme Court, Capt. Brewster
received an official War Department
Citation for meritorious service
from his former Commanding Gen
eral. Maj. Gen. Arthur Wilson, cov
ering his duty as Trial Judge Ad
vocate for the General Court Mar
tial, Continental Advance Section,
in France during 1945
With a total of 36 months over
seas in the Southwest Pacific,
North Africa, Italy, France, and
Germany, Captain Brewster re
turned to the United States on July
16, 1945. from Germany. Following
a month s course at the School for
Personal Affairs at Washington
and Lee University, Lexington,
Virginia, he was assigned to the
Personal Affairs Office of the Mili
tary district of Washington at
1008 Munitions Building, Washing
ton 25, D C.
♦ * * •

When preliminary announcements
were made thtat the Department of
Agriculture and Agricultural officials
at Orono were to publish a report
on DDT as a valuable and success
ful treatment for potato disease in
cluding aphis and netnecrosis great
expectations were aroused in the
members of the Maine Delegation in
Congress and the leaders of the po
tato industry in Aroostook. If ex
pectations were realized the dis
covery would probably be one of the
greatest in modern agriculture. The
report was finally published and was
found to lack certain definite and
positive conclusions but enough,
however, was given to indicate the
possibilities. At the time the gov
ernment report was promised many
experts held that commercial en
terprise and the vision of a small
group of local producers had really

Uk

t

First row, left to right: David, son of Douglas Blake, Rockland;
Erwin, son of Erwin Sprague, Rockport; Sheila, daughter of Russell Sevon.
Rockland.
Second row, left to right: Dennis, son of la-ndall Merrill, Rockland;
Sharon, daughter of Thomas Robinson, Thomaston; .lames, son of Isa
belle Long, Thomaston,
Third row, left to right: Virginia, daughter of Sam Pipieello, Owl’s
Head; John, son of John Melquist, Thomaston; Ann, daughter of Herbert
Leavitt, St. George.
Fourth row, left to right: Helen, daughter of Jalo Ranta, Rockland;
David, son or Fred Winchenbach, Rockland; Jonia Lyn, daughter of Joseph
Preslapsky, Rockland.

beaten, the government to the
punch. This week Washington re
ceived a partial report from Fred L.
Putnam a pioneer in DDT experi
mentation. The report fully justi
fies the conclusions made in ihe of
ficial presentation by the federal
government.
The release made during the week
by the War Assets Administration
that Peter Anderson and his busi
ness associates had taken over the
Thompson Point property, so-called,
at South Portland carries with it
wide range implications concerning
the State of Maine as an industrial
state. Utility Distributors, the cor
poration which has just taken over
the late bomb manufacturing plant
is to employ 1100 men largely in the
production of car heaters—other
items will be also manufactured, but
the heater will be the principal item
of manufacture.
Mr Anderson has long been one
of the substantial businessmen of
Portland—being the general dis
tributor for Philgas and other pro
ducts. He is the inventor of the
new car heater and was prevented
from going into production at an
earlier date because of the then
precluding priorities for critical ma
terial.
The South has been for many
months boasting of the influx of
modern industry. Our established
and successful industries are mov
ing out of highly congested indus
trial and labor areas The Maine
Delegation in checking on these re
ports find that a greatly increased
number of industries are located in
Maine and locating for the same
practical reason as industries are
moving into the South. The Maine
Delegation points with satisfaction
to the encouragement the establish,
ment of the Anderson plant should
offer the rest of Maine.
The Maine Development Com
mission advises the Maine Delega
tion in Congress that never before
in the history of Maine have so
many applications come in asking
for sites, buildings and locations.
All this leads the Maine Delegation
in Congress to believe a new day is
approaching for local Chamber of
Commerce looking to a real pro
gram of industrial expansion.
The purchase of the Maine Sea
board Paper Company at Bucksport
by Time and Life Magazines set in
dustrial minded people to thinking
this past week of the further re
trenchment in the newspaper in
dustry in the United States. There
are very few mills left in the United
States—bulk of this newsprint goes
to Canada. The Bucksport mill will
gradually be changed into the mak-

With Colored Photos
New Booklet “Maine Agri
culture” Is Most Pleasing
To the Eye
“Maine Agriculture.” a new book
let produced by the Maine De
velopment Commission, is ready for
immediate distribution, Everett F.
Greaton, Commission executivesecretary, announces.
The first Commission booklet to
employ all colored photographs, it
was produced, Greaton said, in
answer to an ever growing number
of requests for information about
Maine farming It will be used to
answer these requests and also as a
part of the Commission’s adver
tising and publicity program de
signed to attract more attention to
the State's agricultural advantages
and assets.
In addition to a general chapter
covering the overall agricultural
picture here, the booklet devotes
other chapters to climate, soil, state
and federal services available to the
farmer, apples, blueberries, beef cat
tle, sweet corn, poultry, potatoes,
dairy, sheep raising, small fruits,
market gardening, canning crops,
the selection of a farm, the small
farm for the retired person and
Maine's advertising and merchan
dising programs.
Colored photographs on the cov
ers show a dairy herd in a typical
Maine setting and a potato field in
full bloom. Inside the book there
are 24 other colored photos depict
ing all phases of Maine agriculture.
Eight graphic colored maps show
the reader at a glance the sections
of the State that are best adapted
for the various agricultural pro
ducts produced here.

ing of book paper in order to fur
nish the new owners with that par
ticular product.
Further industrial notes in Wash
ington with regard to Maine was
fountain regard to the logging in
dustry . Canada has announced its
agreement to continue permits for
woodsmen to enter Maine to engage
in the logging industry. The same
allocations are to be made as here
tofore.
Announcement was also
made by the Department of Agri
culture that such farm labor as
may be needed will againbe supplied
and come largely from the same
areas, Arizona, Oklahoma and
Kentucky.

Workers Thanked

A Mother’s Lament

Three One-Act Plays

Hamlin Has Plan

Appreciation For Those Who And li Is Not a One-Way Plan Thomaston Folks Are in For Does Not Think Honor Roil
Should Be Taken From
Made House-To-House
On Main Street Either
Pleasant Night At Watts
Our Streets
Hall April 11
Canvass
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Much concern has been shown,
The Red Cross thanks the fol
lowing ladies, who are working on pro and con, in regard to the new
rotary plan for traffic in our City,
the House-to-House Canvass:
and I would like to submit a plan
Ward 1
Mrs. Ixiuis R. Cates, Captain; that I believe will meet the approval
Mrs Clyde Robinson; Mrs Boynton of all, that is if (Rockland, has
Shadie, Mrs. Freerick Tripp, Mr.s. grown to the extent that now under
Douglas Bisbee J Mrs. William Da the city manager form of Govern
vis Mrs. Mary Luizza; Mrs. Blain* ment drastic changes much take
Lymburner; Mrs. John L. Leo; Mrs. place and our citizens put to worry
Robert Magune; Mrs. Arthur Jor on this, or other new ideas cf the
dan. Mrs. Francis Harden.
city fathers in the very near future.
Ward 2
Worry never paid a bill, never
Mrs. Ernest K. Crie, captain; healed a hurt, never prevented a
Mrs. Leonard Campbell; Mrs. Al calamity. All it ever does is to
bert Jameson Mrs. Albert Adams; multiply misery. (Hope is the same
Mrs. Charles Lake; Mrs. Jason thing as worry, only pointed
Thurston; Mrs Gerald Ogilvie; in a different direction, it,, too.
Mrs. John Blethen; (Mrs. Harold Imagines, supposes, half expects.
Leach; Mrs. Clifton Cross; Mrs. But hope builds strength while
John Stevens Mrs. Carl Mosher; worry destroys it. Hope spreads
Mrs Evelyn Thurston; Mrs. Wesley sunshine, worry spreads shadows.
Comstock; Mrs. Herman Stanley; And even if disaster should finally
Mrs. Charles McMahon; Mrs. Otis strike, hope will already have
Albee, Mrs. Forest Brazier.
robbed it of mast of its terror—the
Ward 3
acute horror of anticipation. One’s
Mrs. Putnam Bicknell, captain,; life here on earth, at the longest,
Mrs. Margaret Perry; Mrs. Richard is soon cut off.
How utterly
Stoddard Mrs. Clarence Munsey; stupid to cripple it with worry’
Mrs. Sherman Rokes; Mrs. Lew when heaven and earth and God
Wallace; Mrs. James Jordon; Miss cry, Hope.
Betsey Cooper; Mrs. Keryn ap Rice;
I write this not to be a critical or
Mrs. Walter Ladd; Mrs. Donald blew off wind as seme might think,
Crie Mrs. John, Passon; Miss Ma but as a citizen of Rockland, who
bel Spear; Mrs. Frances Bicknell; has wishes ‘and hopes that the peo
Mr.s. Carl Benson; Mrs. Charles ple of Rockland, will prosper with
Whitmore; Mrs. .Albert Havener; out worry and added expenses
Mrs. Clifford Allen; Mrs. Earle caused by large salaries and fan
Perry Mrs. Leon Fickett; Mrs. tastic ideas.
Sumner Whitney, Mrs. Allan Mur
Now L submit my traffic plan
ray; Mrs Lloyd Daniels; Mrs Ro having two-way on Main street,
land Ware; Mrs. Louise Walker; with parking on the west side par
Mrs. Russell Stewart.
allel to curb only. I say parking
Ward 4
on west side due to the fact that
Mrs. Alma Stinson, captain; most all back doors to stores can
Miss Anna Carin,i
Miss Laura be used to unload trucks, where
Fish; Miss Ruth Harrington; Mrs. the east side of Main street cannot
Gladys BUrgess; Mrs. Ethel Payson; in many cases.
/
Mrs. Freda Brackett; Mrs. Mary
I suggest that the City obtain the
Weisman; Mrs. Ruth Bird; Mrs. large lot of land that has been idle
Oscar Knight Mr.s. Mary Carey. for many years in the rear of Ma
Ward 5
sonic Temple which extends from
Mrs. Nelson Glidden,, captain; rear of buildings on Limerock street
Mr.s. Lillian Johnson; Mrs. Ijena to Lindsey street, from the rear
True; Mrs. George Bean; Mr.s. John of Masonic Temple to the rear of
Robishaw; Mrs. Alfred Plourde; buildings on Union street. This
Mrs. Jennie Feyler; Mrs. Arthur large lot would make a wonderful
Doherty Mrs. John Snow; Mrs. public parking let in the center of
Katherine Philbrook; Mrs. Sanford the city. This would take care of
Delano; Mrs. Ansel Saunders; Miss ’parking that otherwise would be
Margaret Adams;
Mrs. Donald on Main street.
Goss; Mrs. William Koster; Mrs.
There is also a large lot of land
Paul Plourde; Mrs Kenneth George in rear of Park place with a building
Ward 6
taken away that w’ould take care
Mrs. Ardrey Orff, captain Mrs. of parking of those who wish tc
Harold Marshall; Mrs. Fred Lind trade and attend the shows In that
sey; Mrs. Austin Kinney; Mrs. district. There is already a parking
Sidney Sprague; Mrs. Milton El lot at the rear of First National
well; Mrs. Ida Rogers; Mrs. Wal Store, that will park several hun
ter Barstow; Mrs. Hilton Ames.
dred cars. And Tillson avenue has
Ward 7
room for several hundred to park
Mrs. Oliver Holden and Mrs. there, and moving North there is
Howard Proctor, co-captains Miss Schofleld-White Park that ls at
Louise Harden; Mrs. Alden Perry; present doing nothing.
Mrs. Jalo Ranta; Mrs. Edward
I believe that with these parking
Grindle, Miss Ida Cushing; Mrs. places and a courteous police de
Levi Flint; Mrs. C. S. Roberts; Mrs. partment, Rockland need not have
Kenneth Cassens.
one-way traffic cn two of our most
Keryn ap Rice,
used streets.
Capt. U. S. A. Retired 1 Having been a police officer I have
Chairman. a good idea as to how traffic can
or should be handled on the other
West Riding, England, proposes to short streets between Main and
supply free clothes to school chil Union. I also know that after traf
dren who need them.
fic w’as diverted away from Wal-

Must the Honor Roll go?
Referring to the moving of our
Honor Roll frm its present location,
to rest permanently inside the Com
munity Building, I w’onder how
many mothers of these war veter
ans feel as I do
Does it seem right to the citizens
of Rockland, that this board be
placed inside a building, that is
a
used mostly by children? The par'*
ents of these veterans are so proud
of our large Honor Roll, and why,
with such splendid spaces as the
Court House lawn, with space
enough on either Union street
or Limerock street or the Grand
Army lawn—or even the Commun
ity Building lawn. Must lt be
placed out of sight of so many, to
W’hom it means so much?
One mother remarked she had
never been inside the Community
Building in her life, and had no
reason for going there, as she is
past the dancing age—and never
did bowl. Therefore, I believe it
should be placed in the open, that
we, still, for years to come, may be
able to look upon the Board, and
swell with pride that our boys are
still being honored by the use of *
space on some lawn, for the board “
to be erected.
The veterans are pretty blue over
this move, and as several of them
said, ‘That’s Rockland for you.”
'If its the upkeep that’s bothering,
I, for one, would canvass funds for
this whenever repairs were neces
sary, and I know’ It could be done.
If It rated a place on Main street
during the dark days of the war, lt
certainly rates a place for the Peace
those boys helped to win, if you,
Has No Magicians
the citizens of Rockland appreciate
what those boys struggled through
But Red Cross Has Done An For You.
Remember that some of the boys
Excellent Job, Says Chair on that Honor Roll, gave their all,
for you, the citizens of Rockland.
man Rice
Post their names where the whole
world can see, not just a few school
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
children.
_________ M. DS.
g,
As usual during a canvass for
funds, we hear that collections are
being hindered here and there by re interested to know just how and why
turned service-men w’ho say, "'nre and where the National organiza
Red Cross is no good.” Having tion failed to give satisfaction.
It ishould be understood in the
given five and one-half years full
first
place that the Red Cross was
time without pay to serving my
neighbors tnrough Red Cross, I am not in charge of this war. and, hence
was unable to run it wholly to the
approval of everybody. The next
doboro, that town was almost a time a war is planned, let it be put
ghost town to w’hat it w’as m the in the hands of my office, and I will
good old days.
guarantee satisfaction.
I say that until Rockland has
Meantime, if any dissatisfied serv
more employment and a larger pay ice man will give us reasonable facts,
roll where industry can employ all with names, dates and places, we
of our laboring people at good will either show him that it was
wages, let’s keep traffic rolling on humanly impassible to do better in
Main street in both directions, that his case, or we will send in his com
the merchant in Rockland, be plaint to the National Offices and
given a chance to serve the people insist upon an answer.
who come from out of the State,
Tt a sensible man goes into a pro
and who will spend their money in vision merchant's and cannot but
Rockland stores if they are allowed butter, is lt right for him to say, V
to drive on Main street. In clos That store is no good?” The Na
ing I would like to give a thought tional Red Cross has done an ex
for the day.
cellent job, but I have yet to meet
“Thou shalt love the Lord thy any magicians on the staff.
God . . . with all thy mind; and thv
Keryn ap Rice.
neighbour as thyself.”—Luke 10.27.
Oliver R. Hamlin.
Read The Courier-Gazette

and

NEW

Something

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

The Sophomore class of Thomas
ton High School under the direction
of Jean Cushing, as coach, will pre
sent the play “Curses The Villain
Is Foiled” in Watts Hall April 11
Miss Maud Thayer is sponsor. Stu
dents taking part ln the iplay are:
Godfrey Goodheart. Lloyd Miller;
Mrs. Goodheart, Helen McLain;
True Hope, Catherine O’Connell;
Blackie Blackman, Nelson Torry;
Jessie Jassamine, Enid Stanley;
Willie Work, John Dana.
Another onez act play to be pre
sented the saline night is that of
“Elmer,” put on by the Freshman
class, under the careful guidance of
Ruth Snowman as coach. Mrs. Ellen
Sjcblom is sponsor. Students tak
ing part in the play are:
Elmer Collier, John Stpear; Susan
Collier, Katherine Hardy; Jeanie
Collier, Priscilla Starr; Janie Col
lier, Joanne Vinal; Miss Luisa
Penney, Christine Maxey; Mrs. Col
lier, Winnifred Kohornen; Fannie
Belle, Helen Adams; Hubert Brown,
Henry Hastings; Russell Jameson,
Keith Beattie; Pansy, The Dog.
(Last but not least is a one act play
entitled "The Last Curtain” put on
by the Junior Class, under the
supervision of Gertrude Hanley.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner is sponsor.
Students taking part in the play
are:
Peanut John, Robert Beattie;
Jeanie Hart, Lois Hastings; Kate
Trueman, Irene Brocks; Effie Evans,
Joan Crie; Sam Evans, George
Grafton; John Booth, Say ward Hall.
State and property managers are
Virginia Smith and Gwendolyn
Jackson.
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A Modern Service Station with Accent on “SERVICE”

CHANDLER BROTHERS
104 PARK STREET
CORNER OF BROAD STREET
A complete and dependable Automobile Service, 6.30 to 11 o’clock every day in the week. Prompt, Courteous,
Enjoy your favorite sport at its best...

Careful attention for your Car.

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our

Ptpsi-Cola Company, Long Itland CUy, N.

Y.

iANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.

Esso Gas and Lubricants—Lubricating, Washing, Minor Repairs, Recapping Service, Atlas Tires and Bat

PALM BEACH HOTEL

IMMACULATE REST ROOMS

PALM BEACH, FLOBIDA
JAMES 1. FARttlt, Mff

• WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

teries, Brake re-lining a specialty.
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